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ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL IMl'ACT ASSESSMENT

SIERRA LEONE - PROTECTED AREA MANAGEMENT PROJECT

EXECUJTIVE SUMMARY

This report represents the Environmental Assessment (EA) on a planned USS5 million Global
Environment Facility (GEF) support to the Government of Sierra Leone. This 6-year
investment will finance the incremental cost in maintaining the integrity of representative
ecosystem types in Sierra Leone (SL) and enhancing their levels of species biodiversity
through the protection of wildlife and conservation of biological diversity in f'ew selected
protected areas in Sierra Leone. The World Bank is the Implementing Agency on behalf of
the GEF. The scope and contents of this document have been covered in 10 Chapters.

Chapter 1 of the report is the introductory part of the EA and it provides information on the
scope ol' the LA assignment itself' and the methodology applied in collecting data and
iniformationi. It also outlines a short and concise description (objectives, components,
implementation arrangements and responsibilities of implementing partners) of the proposed
project. the Protected Area Management Project (PAMP). In Chapter 2 the authors have
provided an overview of general policy, administrative and regulatory underpinnings for
sound environmental, natural resources and biodiversity management in Sierra l eone. Those
frameworks include: (i) the National Environmental Action Plan (NEAP); (ii) the National
E nvironnmental Policy; and (iii) the National Environmental Protection Act, 2000. Chapter 3
discusses the full set of World Bank Safeguard Policies and relating hoW anyone of' these
could bet' Eiiii. d. as a resuL]t of the proposed interventions under the Plroject.

The authors do a gap analysis between the SL environmental legislation and WB Safeguard
Policies in order to consider which of' the two sets should be applied in this circumstance.
Chapter 5 describes the national institutional arrangements for environmental management.
In Chapter 6 the authors provide a general overview of Sierra Leone's environmental and
social background and an articulation of descriptive profiles ol' the selected project sites
under the PAMP. Chapter 7 contains predictions of' potential environmental and social
impacts. whilst Chapter 8 describes management processes and mitigation measures for
activities deemed likely to have adverse environmental and social consequences. In Chapter 9
therc is literaturC on capacity building and training that have been outlined for
implementation during the ]ile of the project. Chapter 10 is the concluding one which details
the monitoring and reporting plan of actions. The EA reports include Appendices and
Annexes. reilectcd in Chapter II and 12, respectively.

The Proposed Environmental Management Process

In the unlikely event where some sub-projects would fall under Schedule I, these would then
undergo a itill EIA process. as per Sierra Leone E]A guideline and WB OP/BP 4.01. Most
sub-projects will however fall Linder Schedule 2. T'he screening process starts with the
establishment for every single sub-project of- an Environmental Baseline Assessment (EBA),
a rapid field investigation to screen on-site whether any environmental issue may require
specific attention. The EBA is designed to meet the following criteria:

* 'I'o be as simple as possible;
'I'o be undertaken by field staf'f witl basic training only;
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* 'I'o be completed within a few hours at the most and probably within less than one
hour for the most simple sub-projects.

Field personnel in charge of the EBAs at district council level will categorize the EBAs as
follows with:

A. One or more major adverse impacts likely:- Significant changes to the project
design are required (changes in design, site or route):

B. Potential environmental issue identified:- Specific mitigation required.
C. No signif'icant environmental issue identified:- No mitigation required.

These conclusions have been reviewed (checked and confirmed or reinvestigated) at the
regional level. Sub-projects categorized as C will havc to comply with a generic
Environmental Management Plans (EMP) proposed in this document. Sub-projects
categorized as B will have to comply withl site-specific EMP's that have to be developed on a
case-bv-case basis as part of' the detailed project design. Projects categorized as A will
usually have to be redesigned, to minimize environmental impacts through a better design or
the relocation of somc of their components.

Potential Project Impacts and Associated Mitigation

T1-he PAMP will essentially have beneficial impacts on the biophysical and social
environmental setting and on the communiht at large, such as the following:-

(i) Positive impact resulting from the provision of' sustainable direct uses of biotic resources
to meet human needs for f'ood, fuel, fiber, shelter and medicinc.

(ii) Capacity enhancemcnct in regions, towns and communities in the field of wildliie
protection and biodiversitv coniservation and environmental management.

(iii) Positive nonmaterial values such as the spiritual, aesthetic, educational, recreational,
historical and scientific benefits.

(iv) Positive impacts particularly on women in micro-credit schemes and other income-
generating activities.

Implementation Responsibilities

In line with the concept for the PAMP and the overall decentralization policy in Sierra ILeone,
rcsponsibilities for the implementation of environmental management will be assigned to the
locst possiblc levels, taking capacity limitations into account. Capacity will be built at
community level and mitigation measures at operational phase. The private sector (tourist
operators, construction contractors, operationi contractors, consultants) will also play its part
in handling somc environmental issues. However, most of' the responsibilities will be dealt
wvith at the regional, district council. chielfdom and community levels that will also be
involved in the environmental monitoring and Audit. This will require building capacity for
environmental management at all levels.

V11



ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT
SIERRA LEONE - PROTECTED AREA MANAGEMENT PROJECT

1.0 INTRODUCTION

By a contract with the Project Preparation Secretariat (PPS) of the NaCEF, independent
consultants, Ernest Tom Ndomahina and Dyson Teye Jumpah, have been assigned to develop
separate reports on:

* An Environmental and Social Impact Assessment (ESIA) with the following
objectives:

(i) screen for potential environmental and social risks and impacts of
establishing special protection areas, managing wildlife and conserving
biodiversitv in selected landscapes;

(ii) identify and apply appropriate mitigation measures; and
(iii) monitor the implementation of these measures.
* A Resettlement Policy Framewvork (RPF)/Processing Frameworkl (PF) that

describes the procedures for assessing compensation for losses of property and
income as a result of establishing special protection areas, managing wildliie
and conserving biodiversity in selected landscapes

* An assessment of' the institutional capacity for mitigating as well as
implementing these measures

* An appropriately costed Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the
entire project to Ilacilitate its implementation. This report has been submitted
to the PPS.

1.1 Methodology

'he colnsultants' work has been guided by the TOR that included the follow ing methodology:

I Examination of' published and unpublished information (reports, monographs, books,
journals etc) including previouslv related research and assessment missions. Other sources
oi' information included those from institutions such as the partner line ministries. National
C(ommission on Social Action (NaCSA), Organization for the Coordination of Humanitarian
Assistance (OCHA), NGOs, academic and research institutions). T'he recently concluded
National Biodiversity Strategy and Action Plan (NBSAP) reports and related documents
were given special attention. Appendix 2 provides a list of'biographies that were used during
the preparation of this report;

2) Interviews and discussions (see Annexes la-Ic) were held with officials and representatives
of' various stakeholders in Freetown whose activities are likelv to impact on proposed
interventions including:

a) Sector Ministries such as the Ministry of' Agriculture and Food Safcty
(MAFS). Ministry of' ILands and Country Planning (MLCP), Ministry ol
Mineral Resources (MMR), Ministry of' Fisheries and Marinc Resources
(MFMRZ), Ministry of' Local Administration and Rural Development
(MLARD), and Ministry of Tourism.

b) Implementing partners including, the Sl-PAMP }'reparation Secretariat at
NaCEF), co-financiers like WB. El 1 Af'rican Development Bank, IJNDP,
IUSAID. etc; and

c) IPrivate sector, civil society and local communities.



3) Assessment trips and field visits (see Annexes la-Ic) were made to selected areas o' the
proposed project sites where the following activities were undertaken:

(i) Direct observations
(ii) Conversational interviews with some stakeholders
(iii)Consultative meetings with several communities.

Stakeholders consulted were drawn from a wide range of groups including state agencies,
implementing partners, business enterprises, civil society, traditional rulers, traders,
herbalists, miners, fishermen, woodcutters, Hunters, farmers, teachers and stLdents. The
information sought was to help the assessment team with some aspects of the assignment
including:

* Description of coverage area;
* Description of legal and regulatory and administrative framework;
* Analysis of potential environmental impacts of the proposed project and subprojects;
* Analysis of alternatives to proposed project;
* Description of the institutional arrangements for the management of protected areas

and landscapes outside protected areas;
* Proposed mitigation measures and cost estimates;
* Proposed institutional framework for environmental management; and
* Environmental and social indicators;

The f'ollowing areas were visited by the team during the assessment missions. The list of the
places and some of the community members met are presented in Appendixes I b I I c.

District Town/Village 'I'arget Area Date

WZestern Arca No 2 Rlver. Westerni Arca Rescrx c O3/ 14,20))0
and G umna Tradl

John Obey 03 '24/2006

03/25/2006

Kova I'omnbo Yjanri Bay (03/14/2006

Pujehun/Kenema Potoru, Kambania Tiwai Island Wildlifc 03/15/2006
SanctLuary

03/160/2006

Kenenma Kenenia. JurLI, Gola Forest Rescrves 03,17/20()6

Mon gerl 03,1 8,/2006

Bo Bawomahun Kangari Hills 03/1 8/2006

MagLbuLaka Marnunta Mamunta-Mayosa 03/19/2006
Widlifc

Robinkc 03/20)/2()06

Koiiadln'Lg Krubola Looma MOunting (03/21/200)0

Non Hunting Reserve 0)3/24/2006

KoinadugL Kabala, Babuka Outaniba-Kilimi National 03/23/20)00
Park

Kator 03,'24/2006

Kono Tingi Hills 03,'26/2(00

'2



1.2 ESIA Objectives

The Objectives of the Environmental and Social Impact Assessment (ESIA) of the proposed
Protected Area Management Project (PAMP) are to

* Assess Potential Environmental and social impacts of establishing special
protected areas;

* Assess potential environmental and social impacts of managing wildlife and
conserving biodiversity;

* Propose mitigation measures of the proposed component intervention;
* Confirm the environmental screening category of the proposed activities; and
* Propose an Environmental and Social Management Plan (ESMP) which will

include mitigation and monitoringn measures in conf'ormity with relevant
World Bank Saf'e guard Policies.

1.3 Background and Description of Project

The Protected Area Management Project (PAMP) is being designed in response to the
alarming rate at which biodiversity is being lost through anthropogenic activities such
agriculture, forestry, fisheries, mining hunting and infrastructure development. A population
growth of'about 2TX, per annum and a devastating 1O year civil conflict had exacerbated the
problenm. Bad and inappropriate management practices, weak legislative and institutional
framework for the enforcement of existing laws relating to protected areas are among the root
causes of the high rate of biodiversitv loss. As planned the ESIA covered seven (7) Protected
Areas (PAs), which, however have been identified and proposed by the Project Preparation
Sccretariat.

I. G.ola Forest Reserves
. 'liwai Island Wildlife Sanctuary

3. Loma Mountains Non-Hunting Reserve
4. Outamba-Ki]imi National Park
5. 'I'ingi Hills Forest Reserve
6. Kangari Hills Forest Reserve
7. Western Area Pleninsula Forest Reserve

The areas selected shall serve as pilot program areas that will lay the groundwork for
extension of' management strategies to other designated sites. GEF funds will be used to
support only five out of the seven PAs mentioned above. Gola Forest Reserve and Tiwai
Island Wildlife Sanctuary will be covered with funds leveraged by the Royal Society for the
Protection of Birds (RSPB). This list will be finalized at Appraisal with GoSL.

1.4 Project Objective

The Global Environmental Objective (GEO) of' the project will be 'to enhancc the
ecological integrity of selected ecosvstems and protected areas'.

The Project D)evelopment Objective (PDO) is to improve the managenment of a network of'
protected areas and conservation of biodiversity. More specifically, the proposed project will
aim to: (i) improve the integrity of the selected critical protected areas and ecological
functions through strengthening management of' protected areas (PAs) and elimination of
risks from uncontrolled, non-conformning activities such as logging and mining; (ii) enhance
biodiversity protection within PAs and adjacent landscapes; (iii) ensure the conservation of
genetic diversity within and otutside these PAs that rmral people traditionallv use for
medicinal and consuLmptivC purposes (medicinal plants, wood f'uel, bush meat), and (iv)
enlhancc the sustainable use of biological resources.



The key performance indicators for the PDO are as follows: (i) Al least 163,1931h
Loinprising 33.2011a Lonwia Mouniitainis Nonz-hiiuntinig Forest Reserve (LMNFR), 10,5191w
Tingi Hills Noni-hunitng Forest Reserve (THNFR), 8,573/ia Kaunga-ri Hills Non-hunting
Forest Reserve (KHNFR) andc 1]10,900ha Outamicba-Kilinizi Nationlal Park (OKNP) with
iniprOv'dl fehei'ctive mwnageinent fi-oniI 20% to 60% by EOP uising the GF SPI Trucking
lool) conipared wit/i haseline) conditions; and(I (iiJ Abouit 2,000/ia of the peripheral arieas
calducent to the 5 selected PAs undler the GEF Jiuidi,ig vit/i iniiproteoved miianagemiienit
cftecctiv'eness.

1.5 Project Components

Component 1: Strengthenin2 Policv, Legislation and Institutional Framework. The
overall objective of this component is to review and reform policy, legislative enactments and
institutional framework that govern natural resource management in SL. The specif'ic
objectives of' the component will include: (i) definition of the institttional (govemmental)
framework (organization) for PA management, wildlife and environmental protection, and
biodiversity conservation and the specific responsibilities/mandates of each entity within the
organization, (ii) provision of a legal foundation for development and implementation of'
protected area management plans and for action against violations of environmental policies
and laws, (iii) building capacity for mainstreaming of PA protection, wildlii'e management
and biodiversity conservation into development planning and economic activities at the
district and national levels, (iv) broadening of participation by civil society organizations,
NGOs, and the private and public sectors in decision-making and implementation of'
programs, and (v) creating effective mechanisms for fair and equitable distribution of benefits
from protected area managenment, wildlile protection, and biodiversity conservation.

Activities to be funded under this component would include providing support for developing
capacities, conducting studies and institution development. The project will assist in
strengthening the enabling environment for state agencies, private sector, civil society and
local peoplc to collectively plan, implement, monitor and enforce environmental policies and
laws and implement programs. Collaborative frameworks will be established, wherc
necessary, and existing frameworks strengthened and energized to ensure synergies and
operational efficiencies within and between the stakeholders, public and private, that arc
responsible for environmental protection, biodiversity conservation, and management of
protected areas. Some key results of these interventions will be the establishment of' an
effective legal protection status for selected ecological (biodiversity) sites and sets of rules
for exploiting ecological systems and biological resources within and around these protected
areas. It is expected that at the end of the project's lifespan a robust framework for sharing
and distributing benefits will be formulated and implemented in the selected Pas.

Project activities will be complemented with the support provided under the IDA financed
IRCBP to be utilized for (i) building capacities for management of PAs and sustainable use
and conservation of' biological resources, and (ii) building capacities to mainstream natLral
resource management issues, specifically protected area management, wildlife protection and
biodiversity conservation into development planning and economic activities at the national,
regional and sub-regional levels of administration. In this regard, state, private and civil
societ agencies at local, district and national levels will be trained in protected area
management. wildlife protection, conservation and sustainable use of biodiversity,
monitoring and evaluation, geographic information systems and mapping, and knowledge
management systems. In addition, training and skills building will include (i) strengthening
the scicentif'ic and tcchnical knowledge base through on-site (field) t-aining courses, technical
workshops, and f'ormal education, (ii) applying simple and effective monitoring techniques
and tools for collecting, managing, analyzinlg and retrievi.ng geo-referenced data and
generating rcports and other forms of information for distribution, and iii) developing
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reglionial and global information networks f'or cxchange of information with government and
non-govenimental organizations similarly active in protected area management, wildlife
protection and biodiversity conservation.

C'omponent 2: Improving Management of Selected PAs: The objectives of this component
stated under respective sub components will be realized through activities supported under
the following three sub-conmponents. The SL-BWPROP would iocus GEF Grant funds to
support four of the five target PAs, based on considerations detailed in Annex 4; the fifth
namely the Goal forest would be covered under RSOB I'unding. These forest blocks are under
threats, each specific to its location, but the key amongst these are increased land clearance
for farming and human settlements, mining, tourism, commercial logging and rotational bush
iallow cultivation, hunting and fishing pressures. The objective of this component is to
support activities which would result in eliminating or lessening the stated threats to these
iorests. This will be achieved by improving PA manageement and stricter enforcement of'
regulations. involving communities livinng in and around the reserves and other key
stakeholders such as the local councils in participatory planning and management.
establishinig transparent and equitable system of PA benefit sharing by community members,
and organizinig alternative livelihoods for the community membcrs dependent on these forests
so as to reduce pressure on the natural resources of these forests. Participatory management
sv'stems would need to be devised and guidelines established for introducing joint
managenment by public-private-civil society partnership.

Suh-component 2.]: Site MAanagennent Planning and Research: This sub-component aims at
providing the necessary strategic and operational tools and experiences to improve
managenmcnt effectiveness of' selected high-biodiversity areas. As an initial step GEF f'unds

fill be used to conduct a participatory evaluation ol'the status oficonservation activities at the
propOsC(d PAs and the cun-ent obstacles and thr-cats to wildlifC and biodiversity at each, hence,
to identify the immediate needs for management at each site. Concurrently investigation o'
the managemenet and conservation historics at each site wvill be undertaken, in particular
research and review o' any managenment initiatives (plans) that may have been proposed or
implemented at the sites in the past. This would be followed by launching research and
studies to gather site-specific data and infornation on social, economic and biophysical
parameters of- the selected areas necessary to fornmulate more definitive managemenit plans.
This information wvill cumulatively be used to develop drafi management (work) plans for
each of' the selected key biodiversity conservation sites and their buffer environments. For

those sites in the selected PAs with no legal conservation statLs, this project will seek to
obtain protected arca status for the site.

T1'he second step under this component will involve the actual implementation of the revised
and updated maniagecment plans through targeted investments that wil] have direct
conservation links. Potential direct biodiversity conservation activities to be financed under
the Grant will include systematic geo-referenced monitoring ol' human activity, wildlif'e
poptulations and other biological resources in the l'As, law enforcement, PA boundary
denmarcation, manageement of' GIS databases, mapping, zoning and gazettcment, site-specific
conservation measures sLIch as soil er-osion control, rehabilitation and restoration of the
selected PAs and their buff'cr zone areas. Monitoring activities will iocus on the
identif'ication of- biological resources that may be developed to add-value to the protected
areas for tourisn, c.g., sites where wvildlifc populations congregate and may be viewed, scenic
trekking (hiking & canoeing) routes, sport fishing, traditional cultural ceremonies, etc.). Tlhe
prject ill also finance the acquisition ol' equipment ior basic law eniorcement, monitoring,
adniiistration, maintenance, and community development at each PA.



Sub-component 2. '. Awareness C'reation: The sub-component objective is to raise awareness
and increase know-how of key stakeholders and beneficiaries at all levels and to improve
their capacities to participate at the appropriate level in the panning and management of
protected areas and non-protected peripheries. This sub-coniponent focuses on promoting and
enhancing greater involvement of civil society at project sites through effective engagement
strategies. C'ollective action would help maximize management ei'ficiency and biodiversity
conservation, while enhancing local socio-economic conditions and providing alternative,
productive forms of livelihood. GEF funds will be used in environmental management
advocacy and direct site conservation actions. Activities proposed under the 'Cross-sectoral
Action Plan' in the NB3SAP will be reviewed and implemented where appropriate. At the
local level, the project will broaden and strengthen local constituencies for ecosystem
management and conservation of biodiversity e.g. through the formation, development and
strengthening ol' interest groups and site support groups (SSGs). I Sirategies will be designed
and implemented to empower local communities to participate in the management and
monitoring of' high biodiversity sites (PAs and non-PAs). Grant funds will be provided for
community mobilization and community development and purchase of necessary equipment
and minor civil works (IDAico-donor I'unding) needed for the purpose.

Sub-conmponent 2.3. Creation ol' Alternative Sources ol' Livelihood - The Community
Investment Fund: The objective of' the sub component is to reduce dependencies of
communities living on the fringes of' the selected PA systems on natLral resource
exploitation. Dependencies will be reduced by providing communities with resources for
devcloping alternative sources of income and livelihood support systems. GEE Grant funds
xvill finance the provision of' alternative and viable choices for the people to participate in
economic development, expand opportunities for economic growth, create jobs, reduce their
levels of poverty, and improve their livelihood. In this regard, the project will explore ways
of 'increasing (alternative) sources of livelihood for people.

GE (Grant funds will support rural livelihood schemes that could include apiculture,
promotion ofiecotourism and local handicrafts, captive breeding. environmentally-sound agri-
business and product processing (e.g. palm oil, soap making, etc), development of' natural
resources including non-timber forest products in response to emerging eco-markets,
investing in restoration and maintenance of' environmental assets (e.g. reforestation, agro-
forestry, soil conservation, establishment of' herbal gardens). Under the sub-componenit,
funds will be available to support the preparation of a detailed feasibility and market
accessibility analyses, which will lead to the formulation of' a positive and negative list,
indicating which sub-projects can be funded and which would not be supported. One
criterion for categorizing sub-projects into anry one of' the lists will be their environmental
soundness (less or no adverse impact).

A Community Investment FLund (CIF) will be established and administered by NaCEF. The
f'und will provide matching grants on demand-driven basis to eligible community associations
in support of' sub-proj ect in vestnments for improving natural resource and environmnental
management in the selected PAs and their peripheral arcas. A community grants operations
manual (C(GOM) would be developed ofNwhich (i) Part I oi would establish guidelines for
screening the sub projects against their potential environmental impacts during the designi
stages, and contain sections that will provide guidance to applicants on preventivc and
mitigation measures that can be taken to address possible adverse social and environmental
impacts ol'sub-projects on people and the local environment; and (ii) Part 2 ivll describe the
process and procedures for providing giants for the eligible sub projects and define the roles
and responsibilities of' the grant applicants. sanctioning authorities and process and
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procedures for review and appraisal of the sub projects and their sanctioning process and
process for release of funds. It would contain sections on sub project implementation and
oversight and completion and operation. 'T'his manual will be used as a hand book by
approving authorities for administering the CIF. Investments on the sub projects particularly
in small-scale inirastructure (on demand-driven basis) will be financed from sources provided
by IDA supported investment projects and other donors. The component will support
acquisition of' equipment necessary for implementing the sub projects and hiring of technical
assistance for formulation and implementation assistance for the sub projects.

Component 3: Project Management and Monitoring and Evaluation: The objectives of'
this component are classified into 3 main categories: (i) to ensure an effective facilitation,
coordination and management of the project inputs and actions (both internal and external)
needed for execution of the project; (ii) periodic tracking and monitoring of implementation
progress and evaluation of' project results and impacts; and (iii) to disseminate and share
project results and lessons learned wvith key stakeholders and project beneficiaries.

The project will be collaboratively implemented with active participation of' a number of
stakeholders including public institutions at the center and in the districts, private sector,
national and international NGOs, several donors both multi-lateral and bilateral, Njala
University, civil society, farmers and others living at the fringes of the PAs, traditional
administration, and community and i'aith based organizations. Strong coordination and
collaboration arrangements would be put in place for a fruitful partnership for achieving of
project development objectives. These are described in detail in Annex 6 and in the section
on Implementation.

The project will be implemented by NaCE(F who will report to the oi'fice of the President. At
the apex would be a Project Steering Committee (PSC) chaired by the Office of'the President
with Executive C'ommissioner of' the NaCEF as member Secretarv. For project
implemenltation and coordination a project management unit (PMU) uill be established in the
NaCEFI which will be managed by a project coordinator (PC') reporting to the Executive
Commissioner. A project technical committee chaired by the Executive C'ommissioner will
manage the day to day implementation of'the project. At the field levcl will be established for
each PA a PA management Committee (PAMC') chaired by the district council chairman with
the project team leader (to be appointed by NaCEl' for each ]'A) as member secretary. This
arrangement will foster local stakeholder ownership and commitment and will help raise
ftunding through the local council. A strong monitoring and evaluation system and an
information dissemination system will be established under a consultancy already in progress.
Detailed implementation arrangements are described in the section on Implementation and in
Annex 6. 'T'he project will finance costs of' the project staf'i' recruited from the market
competitively, office equipment and goods. minor civil works for additions/alterations to
cxisting building for the project office (IDA and co-donors), incremental operatin( costs and
costs ol' studies and technical assistancc.

1.6 Responsibilities ior Project Implementation

Partnership arranlernents: Implementation of' the proposed project would involve a wide
range of' stakeholders and actors at the community, district, regional, national and
international levels. There are clear messages of commitment from several multi- and
bilateral agencies (EU, French GEF) and non-governmental organizations such as RSPB, Cl,
BI, EFA and CSSL, who are willing to commit resources and participate in the execution of'
the project. The World Bank will provide co-linancing via a couple of' investment projects
that are on-going or planned. Through NSAP communities fringing PAs receive support ior
basic social inirastructure such as water points, schools, c]ilincs, market access. IDA-financed
IRCBIP will fund dccentralization and capacity building. TI'he EUi is financing sub or micro-
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projects and environment-related programs in selectcd communities all over the countrv,
while RSPB and Conservation Intcrnational arc already investing in protected area
management, natural resources management and capacity development in the Gola Forest
Reserve area. The need for collaboration and building synergies is imminent. Key actors and
target beneficiaries include:

* At the local, district, and regional levels: The PA fringing rural communities,
provincial/district/local governments, traditional authorities (chiefdoms), community
based NGOs, village elders, women and youth groups. Consultation with these local
stakeholders constitutes a major part of' the project during the design and
implementation phases. The stakeholder plan examines how this important element
of the project can be reinforced during the implementation phase. In particular,
community based organizations CBOs, especially those operating in and around the
protected areas, will actively participatc in the planning and implementation of natural
resource management strategies and other conservation cflorts, and they will receive
direct benefits from the results of' thesc activities. Local benefits include enhanced
provision of environmental services such as protection of watersheds, as well as more
tangible benefits such as improved supply of' timber and non-timber forest products,
improved agricultural productivity, alternative sources of income, and improved
communmtv services and livelihoods.

* At the national level: NaCEF, Ministrics of Finance; Agriculture and Food Security;
Minerals and Mining; Lands. Housing and Country Planning; T'ourism and Culture,
Local Government and Community DIevelopmeent; Conservation Society of Sierra
Leonc (CSSL); Environmental Forum for Africa (ENFORAC); Council for Hluman
Ecology (CHECSIL); Environmental Foundation of Afi-ica (EFA); Conservation
Intcrnational (SL); Birdlife Interniational (Bl); Royal Societv for the Protection of
Birds (RSPB); Darwin Initiative; Njala UJniversity. pri.vatc sector, prof'essional bodies,
trades associations would be expected to participate. Key stak;eholders will be
represented on the Project Steering (Committee. which wvill be the highcst policy-
makling organ and will provide approvals to the Work Program.

* At the international and global level: I EU, French GEE and bilateral donors (e.g.
DFID, VSAID) will likely co-finance the proposed project or fund micro-projects and
environment-related programs that will bc synergetic to SL-PAMP. Confirmation will
be sought during project appraisal. C'o-financing commitment has been secured from
3 international environmental NGOs notably, Conservation International (CJ), Birdlife
International (BI) and the Royal Society lior the Protection of Birds (RSPB).

* At the project level: Cooperation would be sought wvith the Gola IForest Concession
Conservation Project financed by RSPB and C'l IDA-led IRC'BP, NSAP, upcoming
Bank-led RPSDP and other programs within and outside SL. Cooperation will also be
sought from the local councils and traditional administration such as the chiefdoms.

These arrangements would be firmed up during project appraisal.

Institutional and implementation arrangements: At the government level the Ministry of
Presidential Affairs wil] be responsible l'or the planned project which will be executed by
NaCEF with the collaboration of' several othcr agencies. Thiese will include intlcr al/ia the
Ministry of Financc and Ministry of- Local Goxernmennt and other relevant line Ministries,
multilateral and bilateral donors, international and local NGOs like the Forum for
Environmental Actors, Conservation Society of' SierTa l.eone, and Environmental ForUm tor
Africa, the RSPPB and BI.

In rcspect of fuLiding provided to RSP13 to cXecutc works In (it,ol I orest Rcscrvcs by Flt C. (,I aBl(i r-rcidch
(il'l-
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A Project Steering Committee (PSC) comprising high-level representative from key public
sector agencies, private and civil society organizations will be established to provide policy
direction and review and to build coordination and communication among key sectors at the
national, regional and sub-regional governments. The Office of the President will chair the
PSC' with Chairman and Executive Commissioner of' NaCEF as its members and Project
Coordinator (head of PMU) as its secretary. Other members ol' the committee wvill be
nominated bv the Office of the President under guidelines to be defined in the Project
Implenmentation Manual. The project management unit (to be established under the project)
will function as the secretariat of this body. This unit to be called Project Management Unit
(see below) will be the main interlocutor with the World Bank and will supervise the project,
anid mount joint review missions at least once every six months.

The P'roject Management UJnit (PMU) will be established in the NaCEF and will be headed
by a f'ull-tinmc qualified project coordinator (PC) recruited competitively and dedicated to
iacilitating and coordinating the implementation ol' project activities. The PC will report to
the Executive Commissioner. Key technical support personnel such as project finance and
accounts ol'ficer, a procurement specialist, a planning and communitv development officer
and a monitoring and evaluation officer will also be competitively recruited as senior
managers in the PMUt. Junior technical staff and support personnel such as sccretaries,
drivers and messengers will be supplied by the NaCEF. The PM, wvill be supplied with
vehicles/motorbikes fiO mobility and necessary office furniture and equipment. NaCEF will
organize offiice spacc for the unit. The project will meet the salary costs of the competitively
recruited technicat personnel, costs of' vehicles and oi'fice furniture and equipment and
incremental operating costs of the 1'MUI.

Fvor day to day operations a technical committee (PTC) will be established chaired by the
Executivc C'ommissioner withn membership of technical personncl of' the partnering
implementers, participating local councils and 1'A team leaders.

At the protected area level, NaCEF will appoint a Protected Area Manager (to be
competitivelv recruited) who would act as T'eam Leader and be responsible for overall
coordination and implementation of S1-PAMP and other related activities at the site. At each
PA a protected area management committee (PAMC) will be established and for ownership
and greater local participation it will be chaired by the chairman of' the concerned district
council with project PAM/T1 as member secretary. Its role would bc to help with planning,
coordination and oversight of' the on-the-ground implementation of' project activities. 'I'hc
other memnbers of the PAMC would include participating public sector agencies, privatc
sector, civil societN' community based organizations (CBOs). traditional authorities, faith-
based or-anizations, women and youth gI-oups and representatives ol'the vulnerable groups.
At community level, communities would use existing structures or create community
resource management committees (CRMC) to mobilize support and lead.

A Project Implementation Manual (PIM) will be prepared and wvill be available belore
cl'iectiveness.

1.7 I'roject Approach

Regional and district ol'fices of the NaCEF will have overall responsibilities for the
management of PAs. Programs relating to each PA system shall be developed to include the
cuin-ent State of Wildlife Protection and Biodiversity Conservation. Objectives and Principles
ol'the program as wvell as strategies lfor management. It is expected that (i) local government
will be in management of' the programii - planninig infrastructure, allocating
IesouI-ces between communlities and contracting With local contractors and servicc providers;
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(ii) communities will also be involved in the managcment of' I'acilities within and outside the
PAs wvhile (iii) the private sector will provide goods and services needed. The regional
NaCElF authorities will work with local government ofificials to review facilities and
managemenit plans, including social/environmental assessment and resettlement action plans
as needed.

1.8 Overriding Project Principles

* Conservation and sustainable use of biological diversity and the equitable
sharing of benefits of the use of' genetic resources.
In line with the decentralization policy adopted bv the Government of Sierra
Leone ownership and management of' PAs are developed to the lowest
possible local level and involvement of all stakeholders including NGOs and
private sector in order to improve efficiency.

TIransparency-pronotiollnal activities to ensure that the rules of engagement are
well understood by all stakeholders.

* Participatorv Monitoring and Evaluation - monitoring and evaluation should
be carried out in a participatory manner with a view to build capacity with
results disseminated in such a xvay so that the program can be improved by
fecdbacks.
* (jender- inclusion of' activities and rules of' cngagement that ensure
participation by women in dccision making and project implementation

* RefocusinLg government institutions to iacilitate and conduct monitoring and
evaluation rather than implement.

1.9 Project Categorization as per w'orld Bank .Safeguards

Ihe proposed PAMP within the oper-ationial context or situations triggers EA Xwork thus
making OD 4.01 applicable. The PAMP includes among others:

a national sector program
a serics of interventions in the Wildlifc and Biodiversity sector and

* project activities with sectoral implications.

The project has becn categorized as Category B as per World Bank classification (see O}'
4.01 Para. S) because no adverse environmental or social impacts have been identified. Othcr
activities that may cause limited environmental or social impacts arc given in section 7.) ol'
this report.

1.10 Potential Environmental or Social Impacts

The proposed PAMP is within the context of Sl Biodiversity Strategy and Action Plan,
which seelks to pursue consernation measures that provide a solid framework for the
sustainablc exploitation of' Sierra Leone's biological diversity for the benefit of present and
f'uture generations. The Govermcnt of Sicrra l1cone has as its prioritv the socio-economic
development of'its pcopl] through the eradication oi'poverty and the sustainable development
ol its economn. In parallel with the National Environmental Polic- (NEP). these priorities
will provide the milieu within wvhich the objectives of the C'onvcntion on Biological Diversity

(CBD) can bc achieved: the conservation of biological diversitv, the sustainable use of'
biological resources; iair and equitablc sharing of benefits arising from the utilization of'
genctic resources.

T'Ihe proposed PAMP could lcad to the development of ancillary iacilities and sub-projccts
sUCh as acccss roads, buildings (hotels, guest houses and restaurants). commercial cenltcrs for
art and craft products. small scale villac-levcl incomc generatinlg activities, etc. Among
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other things, the provision of these ancillary facilities and the sub-projects could give rise to
somc adverse environmental impacts during the entirc implementation phases of the proposed
Protected Area Management Project including pre-construction, construction and operational
phase's impacts. These impacts can be avoided or mitigated by taking proper precautions
during the design, development and operational stages of the proposed project by observing
the national environmental laws and regulations, international conventions and protocols
relevant to protected area development.

The implementation activities to be undertaken through the entire implementation phases of'
the pToposed project will have potential impact on the following environmental compionents:

* Physical Environment
* Environmental Quality
* Ecological Resources
* Hluman U Jse Values.

The principal social impacts arc those associated with land acquisition, relocation,
communitv disruption and loss ol' livelihood which will be caused by the proposed project
and the provision of its ancillary facilities. These trigger World Bank Operational Safeguard
Policy OP 4.12, which requires the preparation of RPF/PF.

The RPlF/PF has been prepared as separate documents. Details on potential adversc
environmental and social impacts arc provided in Chapter -7 of this report. PAMP ancillary
project activities and sub-projects that may entail such impacts are as followls:

* Access roads
* Power supply (overelcad lines or buried cablcs)
* Electricity sub-stations
* Quarrics or burrow pits for the supplv of'materials
* Construction compounlds

* Waste disposal sitcs.
* Markets for art and craft products
* Small-scale, village-level income-generating schemes.

2.0 DESCRIPTION OF POLICY, ADMINISTRATIVE AND LEGAL FRAMEWORK
OVERVIEW

There is an overall institutional and legal framework for the management and protection of
ouI environmental in the national context. I'he responsibility for the management and
protection of the environment presently lies Xvith the Departments of' the Environment and
l'orestrv of the National Commission on Environment and Forestry (NaCEF), a body set up
tinder the Office of' the Prcsident (OoP). NaCEF was created in 2005 and is headed bv an
Executive Commissioner.

2.1 Existing Environment Framewvorks

In 1995 the GoSl. developed together with World Bank SuIport, the National Environmental
Action Plan (NEAP). This Plan is presented in two volumes. 'volume I analvses the
environmental issues in Sierra Leone and the recommended interventions. Volume 2 contains
the environmental proposals. A National E'nvironmental Policy (NEP) has been prepared in
1 994. The goal of' the National Environmental Policy is to achieve suLstainable development
in Sierra lJeonc thr-ough souLnd environmental management. 'I'he objectives oi' the (NEP)
includc:
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* T'o secure for all Sierra Leoncan a quality of' environment adequate for their
health and well being;

* To conserve and use the environmental and natural resources for the benefit of
present and future generations;

* T'o restore. maintain and enhance the ecosystems and ecological processes
essential for the functioning of the biosphere; to preserve biological diversity
and the principle of optimum sustainable yield in the use of living natural
resources and ecosystems; and

* T'o raise public awareness and promote understanding of the essential linkages
between environment development and to encourage individual and
community participation in environmental improvement efforts.

The following strategies will be pursued in order to achieve the policy goals and objectives.
* 'o establish and/or strengthen environmental protection standards, monitor

changes in, and publish relevant data on, environmental quality and resource
use'

* To make prior environmental impact assessment (EIA) of proposed activities
which may significantly aflect the environment or use of a natural resource
and to provide relevant information, in a timely manner, to persons likely to be
significantly affected bv a planned activity and to grant them equal access and
due process in administrative and judicial proceedings; and

* lo promote environmental management through the creation of administrative
and intrastrLCtural support with appropriate financial backing;

* 'o cooperate in good faith with other countries and agencies to achieve
optimal use of transbouLndry natural resources and cffectivc prevention or
abatement of'transboundry environmental protection.

The legal basis for the implementation of the N1EAP and f'or environmental management and
protection in Sierra Leonie is the Environmental Protection Act oi 2000. T-hc environmental
protectioni Act (EPA) 2000 empowers the I)ivision with responsibilities for environmental
managenient tindcr NaCEF to perl'orm the followving tasks amongst others:

* Screen projects for Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA)
Issue LIEnvironmental Imiipact Assessment L icenses

* Formulate or promote the l'ormulation oi' and monitor the implementation of
environmcntal policies, programmes, projects, standards and regulations

2.2 National Environment Protection Board

The Environmental Protection Act ol' 20() also provides for the establishment of an
Environmental Protection Board. I'his Board which has now lbeen set up has the Iollowing
iunctions:

* lacilitates coordination, cooperation and collaboration among government
ministries, local authlorities and other agencies in areas of' environmental
protection;

* Review national and sectoral policies and make such recommendations or
proposal it may think necessary to the Minister.

* Review environmental impact assessments prepared pursuant to this Act and
make appropriate recommenidations to the Director.

* Investigate or cause to be investigated, any activity, occurrence or transaction
which it considers is likelv to have or result in harmful consequenices to the
envir-onment and advisc on1 measures necessary to prevent or minimize such
conseqtuences;
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* Advise the Minister on areas of'environmental protection and control requiring
special or additional measures indicating the priorities and specific goals to be
achieved;

* Undertake or cause to be undertaken specific studies and research aimed at
developing strategies for the protection of the environment and make
appropriate recommendations to the Minister; and

* Consider any other matters which may be referred to it by the Minister and
make appropriatc recommendations or proposal thereon.

2.3 EIA Procedure and Guidelines

In July 1999 GoSL issued EIA procedures and EIA guideline documents for Environmental
Impact Assessment. These documents state the objectives, outlines the procedures for an
Environmental Impact Assessment, and guidelines which proponents should follow to carry
out such assessments. The EIA processes are outlined as follows:

* Integration of' environmental considerations in development planning
processes, in order to make use of'

* natural resources in a responsible manner; and
* Protection and enhancement of the quality of all life forms

T'he EIA guidelinles define the competent Agency as the agency that will have to take
responsibility for the EIA process, including the review of the initial proposal, of the reports
and of the final decision on the acceptability of the submitted EIA. It affirms the role of the
public agency as the competent department at the National level in Sierra l eone and the role,
in the long term, of'regional environmental of'fices wheln they are established, in dealing with
ElAs at the national level.

Thc FIA processes as described bv the guidelinc are the following:
Application

* Prescreening

* Screening
* scoping

EIA and Environmental Impact Report
Review and decision by the Conipetent Agency

P'-c'sc'L'7ni7g: At Pre-screening, the project proponent shouldi establish contact with the
competent Agency, establish an official contact person. and provide an initial description of
the proposed activity. I'he competent Agency will register the application.
Screening: From screening into the further stages of' the process, the proponent is
recommended to appoint an independent consultant to assist in the process. The screening
phase should decide the following amongst others:

* The need ior and level of'assessment
* The level of Government to be responsiblc
* The acceptability of the proposed consultant
* The public participation process

At this phase. the proponent is to submit a screening report to the Competent Agency. The
Agency mav requirc the proponent to advertise its application.

,S'coping: The scoping process is intended at ensuring that the EIA locuses on the right issues.
It will be sanctioned by a scoping report, which is basically meant to be the Tcrms of
Reierence for carrying out the EIA. Althoughl not clearly a requirement as per the guideline.
it is also recommended that public consultation hc undertaken at this stage. to make sure that
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relevant stakeholders havc a say in identifying the issues and impacts that will further be
assessed during the EIA.

Li ,ii nd E1S: The guideline provides a template structure for the EIA report (or EIS
Environmental Impact Statement), as follows:

Executive Summary
Project Description
Description of the Environment
Description of Project Impacts
IDescription of Alternatives Considered
Assessment of the legal implications of the impacts
IDescription of Expected Benefits of the Project

* Description of Methodology
Evaluation of Impacts

* Mitigating Measures
* Identification of Information Gaps
* Other
* List of Participants
* List of References

('Cetgoricatio olt Projects: The NEPA 2000 categorizes projects into three "schedules"
according to their potential impacts:

Schedule I includes "projects requiring Environmental Impact Assessment
Licensc".
Schedule 2 outlines iactors Ifor determining whetlher a project requires as
Lnlvironnental Impact Assessment

* Schedule 3 oLutlines contents of lnvironmental Impact Assessment (EIA)

Projects related to WildlilC and Biodiversity in Schedule I describes the requirement as
follows:

LSubstantial changes in renewable resource use (e.g. Conversion of land to
agricultural production, to forestry or to pasture land, rural development,
timber production).

* Substantial changes in fanning and fisheries practices (e.g. Introduction of
new crops, large scale mechanizations. usc of chemicals in agriculture (eg.
Pesticides, fertilizers).

The National Environmental Protection Board (NEPB) which is now fully operational has
been screening projects. The NEPB as pointed out is under-funded and understaffed and
cannot carry out the roles assigned to it under the EA withlout support from the SL-PAMP.
This support will take the form of traiing some of their staff and recniPting service providers
to assist them to carry out their roles of reviewving and clearing sub-projects and of
monitoring. Thosc scrvice providers would he hired by NaCEF and the SL-PAMP secretariat
as and when requil-ed.

3.0 WVORDI) BANK SAFEGUARD POLICIES

The EA has been designed so that all investments under the SL-PAMP will comply with all
the laNs of Sierra Leone and the environmental and social safeguards policies of the World
Bank. This section discusses the Banks safeguard policies and their applicability. The World
Bank safeguard policies are as follows:

I ) Environmental Assessment (OP4.0(, BP4.01, GP4.01)
2) National Habitats (01'4.04, BP4.)4. GP4.04)
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3) Post Management (OP4.09
4) Involuntarv Resettlement '(OP'/P 4.12)
5) Forests (OP 4.36, GP 4,36)
6) Safiety of Dams (OP 4.37, BP 4. 37)
7) Projects on International Waterwavs (OP 7.50, BP 7.50, GP 7.50)
8) Management of'Cu]tural Propertv (OPN 11.03)
9) Indigenous Peoples (OD 4.20)
10) Projects in Disputed Areas (OP 7.60, BP 7.60, GP 7.60)

In preparing this EA, a consideration of' the type of' future investments planned against the
requiremllents of' the Bank saieguard policies, has led to the determination that the following
Banks policies are triggered by the project:

I) Environmental Assessment (OP' 4.01, BP 4.01. GP 4.01)
2) Natural Habitats (OP 4.04, BP 4.04, GP 4.04)
3) 'Forests (OP 4.36)
4) Involuntarv Resettlement (OP/BP 4. 12)
5) Cultural Plropertv (OPN 11.03)

Environmental Assessment (OP 4.01. BP 4.01. GP 4.01)
This policy requires environmental assessment (EA) of projects/investments proposed for
Bank finanicing to help CeISLIuC that they are environnentally sound and sustainable, and thus
improvc decision making. TIhe depth and type of analysis of the EA process depend on the
nature, scale, and potential environmental impact of'the activities proposed for funding under
the SL-PAMP. Tihle LA process takcs into account the natLral environment (air, water and
land); human health and safetyv social aspects (involuntary resettlement, indigenous peoples,
cultural propertv) and transhoundary and global environmental aspects.

i'he environmental and social impacts of' the PAMP will comIeC from activities and
investmrents to bet made under- Component 2: Improving Managemnent ol' Selected PAs.
Developnment of' ancillary facilities (access roads., buildings) and associated incomc
generating activities may have negative environmcnt and social implcts. llowever since the
exact tcclhnical details are vet to bc known, the LA process calls ior the Government of Sierra
l1eone (GoSl), represented bv NaCEF1, to prepare an EA report which will establish a
mechanism to determine and assess i'uture environmental and social impacts of the proposed
PAMP. The LA then sets out mitigation, monitoring and institutional measures to be taken
during implementation and operation of' the project investments to eliminate adverse
environmental and social imnpacts. oi'f'sct them, or reduce themll to acceptable levels.

The policy further calls ior the SL-PAMP as a whole to be environmentallv screened to
determinc the extent and type ol' the LA process. The SL-PAMP has thus been screened and
assigned an LA categorv B. Therefore, this EA sets out to establish the EA process to be
undertalken during implementation of'project activities in the proposcd PAMP when they are
heinig identiiied and implemented. Ol 4.01 fIiurthier- requires that the EA report must be
disclosed as a separate and stand alone documentt bY the (ioSI, and the World Bank as
condition oir appraisal of'the PAIPII. The disclosure should he both in Sierra Leone where it
can be assessed by the general public and at the Inf'oshop ol' thc W orld Bank and that the date
l'or disclosure must precede the datc for appraisal of'the project.

Natural Habitats (OP 4.04, BP 4.04, GP 4.04)
I-hc conservation of' natural habitats, like other measures that protect and enhance the
environment, is essential f'or lon1g term sustainable development. The Bank therefore
supports the protection, maintenanicc, and rehabl'i]tation oi' natural habitats. Natural Habitats
arc land and water areas where (i) the ecosystemris biological commnUnities arc f'ormed largely
by native plan t and animal species, and (ii) human activity has not essentially modified the
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areas primary ecological functions. All natural habitats have important biological, social,
economic and existence value. Important habitats may occur in tropical humid, dry and cloud
i'orest; temperate and boreal forest; Mediterranean-type shrub lands; natural aTid and semi-
arid land, mangrove swamps, coastal marshes, and other wetlands; estuaries sea grass beds,
coral reef's, freshwater lakes and rivers; alpine and sub alpine environments, including herb
fields, grasslands, and paramos; and tropical and temperate grasslands.

The Natural Habitats policy may be trWi--cicJ in certain cases because the investments
proposed under this project (Component 2) may result in some impacts on wetlands, rivers
and forest which contribute to the sustainability of critical ecosystems. However, these are
likely to be ephemeral in nature. In this context, any activities funded under the PAMI' that
may negatively impact these ecosystems and the selected PA has been assessed and will be
successfully mitigated so that the balance of the ecosystems are enhanced or maintained.
This would require that the implcmenting agencies and their partners design appropriate
conservation and mitigation measures to remove or minimize even minor adverse impacts on
these ecosystems or their functions, keeping such impacts xvithin socially defined limits of'
acceptable change. Specific nieasures may depend on the ecological characteristics of the
aff'ected ecosystem. Such measurcs must include provision for monitoring and evaluation to
provide fecdback on conservation outcomes and to provide guidance for developing and
refining appropriate conservation actions.

Under this project no activities will be financed that could result in significant reduction in
the quality or mean water level, completely drain a lake, a river, or wetland area, or
iloodplain , dysfunctioning because of pollution of those ecosystems, excessive extraction of'
water ior irrigation or atc clea-ing of' f'orest areas for agricultural purposes or any
other purpose.

Forests (OP 4.36)
This policy applies to the following types of B3ank-financed investment projects; (a) projects
that have or may have impacts on the health and quality of forests; (b) projects that affect the
rights and welfare of people and their level of dependence upon or interaction with f'orest;
and (c) projects that aim to bring about changes in the management protection or utilization
of' natural forest or plantations. whether they are publicly, privately or communally owned.
'Ihe 1PAMP Nwill have benelficial ci'e'ects on the health of forests as investments under the
project prohibits non-conforming activities such as lill . mining and hunting in the PAs.
'The environmental and social impacts of the PAMP will conic from activities and
inv'estments such1 as construction of' guard posts, observation towers, access roads, etc to be
made under Component 2, However, these will be on a small scale and it is expected that
these project activities will not involve significant forest conversions or degradation of'
natural forests. TIhe EA incorporates appropriate mitigation measures from ancillary
activities that are likely to have ephemeral negative impacts on the forest ecosystem tvpes.

Involuntarv Resettlement (OP/BP 4.12)
Signiificant efforts are to be made in the design and screening stages of' proposed project
investments, to avoid impacts on people, land, property, including people's access to natural
and other economic resources, as f'ar as possible. Some of the PAs (Western Area Peninsula
Forest Reserve, Outamba-Kilinii Natioiial Park, Gola Forest Reserve. etc) are interspersed
with human settlements. Land acquisition, compensation and resettlement of' people seem
inevitable for certain types of investment under the PAMP. These social issues are of'crucial
concerii to the GoSL and the World Bank as the inipact on povertv, if left unmitigated. could
be high]ly adverse, ininiediate and wvidespread. OP 4.12 wAi]] be triggered duriiig
regazettement bccause people may be displaccd or relocated, lose sources of inconie aiid
means of livelihood. Thus a Resettlement Policv Framexvork (RPF) and a Process Framework
have been py-epared by the GoSL, in accor-dance with the World Bank policv guidelines
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relating to OP' 4.12 (See RPF Document). 'I'hc RPF/PF sets the guidelines ior the
resettlement and compensation plans that would have to be prepared and submitted through
NaCEF to the National Environmental Protection Board (NEPB) and the WB prior to
implementation oi'any of those activities like]y to trigger OP/BP 4.12.

In the event that this policy is triggered, resettlement activities should be conceived and
executed as sustainable development prograams, providing sufficient investment resources to
enable the persons displaced or aff'ected by the project to share in project benefits. Displaced
persons should be meaningifully consulted and should have opportunities to participate in
planning and implementation of resettlement programs. Displaced persons should be assisted
in their eff'orts to improve their livelihoods and standards of living, or at least to restore them.
in real terms, to pre-displacement levels or to levels prevailing prior to the beginning of
project implementation, which ever is higher. Where there is a conilict between the laws of'
Sierra Leone and the World Bank Safeguard Policy on Involuntary Resettlement (OP/BP 4.
12), the latter must take precedence if the Bank is to fund this project.

OP 4.12 also requires the RPF to be disclosed both in Sierra Lcone and at the Bank Infoshop
before appraisal of'this project can occur.

Cultural propert' (OPN 11.03)
(Cultural property includes sites having ar6haeological (prehistoric), paleontological,
historical, religious and unique natural values. The Bank's general policy regarding cultural
property is to assist in their preservation, and to seek to avoid their elimination. Speciiically,
the Bank (i) normally does not finance projects that will significantly damage non-replicable
cultural property. and will assist only those projects that are sited or designed so as to prevent
such damage; and (ii) will assist in the protection and enhancement of' cultural properties
cncounltered in Banik-financed projects, rather than leaving that protection to chancc. The
managemenit of' cultural property of- a country is the responsibility of the governmcnt. The
governments' attention should be drawn specifically to what is known about the cultural
property aspects of' the proposed project site and appropriate agencies, NGOs or Universitv
departments should be consulted. I' there are any questions concerning cultural property in
the area a brief reconnaissance survey should be undertaken in the field by a specialist. The
PAMP will not fund sub-projects that will have negative impacts on cultural property.
Sacred Groves and religious relics were found in some of' the PAs (Kangari Hills. Mamunta-
Mayoso). OPN 11.03 will not be triggered since investment under this project is unlikely to
restrict access to the sites mentioned above.

3.1 World Bank Screening Process

The screening process used by the World Bank classifies proposed projects into one oi'f our
categories, depending on the type, location, sensitivity, and scale of the project and the nature
and magnitude of its potential environmental impacts.

Category A: A proposed project is classified as Category A if' it is likely to
have significant adverse environmental impacts that are sensitive, diverse, or
unprecedented. I'hese impacts may aff'ect an area broader than the sites or
iacilities subject to physical works.

* Category B: A proposed project is classified as Category B if' its potential
adverse environmental impacts on human populations or environmentally
important areas -including wetlands, forests, grasslands, and othcr natural
habitats-are less adverse than those ot' Category A projects. These impacts are
site-specific; few i' any of them are irreversible; and in most cases mitigatory
measures can be designed more readily than for Category A projects.
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* Category C; A proposed project is classiified as Category C i' it is likely to
have minimal or no adverse environmental impacts. Beyond screening, no
further EA action is required for a Category C Project.

* Catcgory Fl: A proposed project is classified as Categorv Fl if it involves
investment of Bank- funds through a financial intermediary, in subprojects that
may result in adverse environimental impacts.

The Protected Area Management Project has been classified as a Category B project. As
requested by the 13ank, the Government of Sierra Leone has prepared an Environmental
Assessment (EA) to address the environmental and social concerns related to subprojects, and
a Resettlement Policy Framework/Process Framework to address potential issues of
displacement and resettlement.

4.0 GAPS BETWEEN SIERRA LEONEAN LEGISLATION ANI) BANK POLICIES

4.1 Overview

Sierra Leone currently has a comprehensive framework for assessing and managing the
environmental impacts of development projccts. In comparison with the World Bank
Safeguard Policies. it would appear that the Sierra l eonean framework lacks the provision of
clear requirements or guidance on the following:

* Byelaws and Regulations in thc NEPA-2000
* Standards applying to Wildlife Protection and Biodiversity Conservation

Another issue is that while the responsibility for assessing and mitigating environmental
impacts lies with the developers, monitorinig i'alls under the NaCEHF represented by the
NEPB. Howevcr, NaCEF lacks the logistic capability to carry out the tasks assigned to it by
NEPA. Nearly all agencies collecting and managing natural resources and environmental
infomiation in Sierra Leone are weak and suf'ier from lack oi'human and minancial resources.
tJnits established with donor support flourish during the life o' the project, but experience
slow death f'ollowing project completion. Aside from these inadequacies, the Sierra l eonean
requirements are generally consistent with those of the World Bank.

4.2 Consultation and Disclosure Requirements

OP 4.01 requires that for "all Category A and 13 Projects", the borrower/recipient consults
project-afl'ected groups and local non-governmental organizations (NGOs) about the project's
environmental aspects and takes their views into account. The borrower/recipient initiates
such consultations as early as possible. For Category A Projects, the borrower/recipient
consults thesc groups at least twice: (a) shortly after environmental screening and before the
terms of reference for the LA are finalized; and (b) once a draft EA report is prepared. OP
4.01 further requires that "lor meaningfiul consultations between the borrower/recipient and
project affected groups and local NGOs on all Category A and B projects proposed for IBRD
or IDA financing, the bon-ower provides relevant materials in a timelv manner prior to
consultation and in a form and language that are understandable and accessible to the groups
being consulted". Category B reports for a project proposed for IDA financing are to be made
available to project-affected groups and local NGOs, and the public at large in the
borrowing/recipient country. An EIA report for projects proposed for IDA f'unding are
prerequisites to Bank appraisal.

Public consultation and disclosure are addressed by various pieces of' Sierra l eone's
legislation and guidelines. Since therc are various types oi' donors whose requirements differ
from each other, Sier-a l1eonc's legislation is more flexiblc and less stringent than the 13ank



policies in this respect. However there is no limitation as to the extent and scope of
consultation and disclosure, or as to who should be consulted. There is no real contradiction
bctween Sierra Leonean legislation and Bank policies, which can be applied to their public
consultation and disclosure without violating Sierra Leonean law.

Social Imipact-ts: The sectoral law takes a human rights approach to the environment, which
encompasses both the biophysical and social aspect. Standards and guidelines specifically
applicable to (a) Wildlife Protection, (b) Biodiversity Conservation have not yet been
developed f'or territorial and aquatic ecosystems. However, NaCEl' generally will require an
EJA from proponents in accordance with the requirements developed in the schedules by the
NEPA 2000.

5.0 INSTITIITIONAL ARRANGEMENTS RELATED TO THE ENVIRONMENT.

5.1 General organization

A number of' government ministries are also involved in environmental management and
protecti6in activity by virtue of their responsibilities. The activities of these ministries are
regulated bv their various Acts and determined generallv by their policies. At present, the
following Ministries are in one way or another associated with management issues pertaining
to the environment of Sierra Leone:

* Ministry ofL ands Country Planning.
* Ministry of'l'ransport and Communicationis.
* Ministry of' Mineral Resources.
• Ministry of Agriculture and food Security.
* Ministrv of Fisherics and Marine Resources.
* Ministrv of Tourism and Culture.
* Ministry of Works and Technical Maintenance.
* Ministry of Energy and Power.
* Ministry of Education, Science and Technology

At times, jurisdictional rights of these Ministries overlap. Thus, attempts should be made to
harmonize laws to simplify enforcement.

Ministrv of Lands and Country Planning: At present, the Ministry of Lands and Country
Planning is charged with the responsibility of conserving and managing Sierra l eone's
natural environment. It is also responsible for addressing land acquisition and transfers, land
ownership and use, national development in a planning capacity and to provide advisory
services to the public on land matters and is also responsible lor physical planning and
management of the forestry resources. The iiewly created National Commission for
E.nvironment and Forestry (NaCEF) now subsumes the former Division of Environment
(DOE) and the Forestrv Department.

Ministrv of' Transport and Communication (MTC): This Ministry is mandated to deal with
issues related to transport on land, air and sea as well as local and international
communications. Transport sector contributes to habitat fragmentation and loss as well as the
introduction ol' pollutants into the environment. The GoSl. has set up some structures to
mitigate the effccts of these factors. A transport sector policy is in place. The Sierra l eone
Airports Authoritv (SLA) was set up as well as the Sicrra l eone Maritime Administration
(Sl MA). The SLMA has among its mandates the lollowing:

• Ensuring the elaboration of anv International Maritime Conventions;
* Determinationi and the prevention of mar-ine source pollutions; and
* Protection of the Marine Environment
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Ministry of' Mineral Resources (MMR): 'I'his Ministry is charged with the responsibility to
supervise mining operations in the country. It issues licenses for all mining operations,
celnorces laws and provisions contained in the Mining Act and its amendments. It is
responsible i'or enorcing provisions in the new mining act relating to the rehabilitation of
mined out arcas. The main institutional conflicts are: (I ) the extent to which this Ministry has
jurisdiction over marine areas with respect to marine bascd mineral resources, offshore
dredging and its impact on marine resources; and (2) the overlap ofiwater quality monitoring
with the intel-est of the Ministry of Marine Resources. The MMR can also issue mining and
prospecting licenses to investors who are interested in p, Iinm. exploring and mining in
restricted areas including f'orcst reserves.

Ministry of Agriculture and Food Security (MAFS): According to the acts that established
this Ministrv it is mandated by law to develop agriculture and providc food security, but
exercise no morc the mandate i'or the management of' the natural terrestrial ecosystenm
resources. Therc are a number of' important Divisions and several units. Research and
support services are provided by institutions including the National Agricultural Research
C o-ordinating Council (NARC), Institute of' Agricultural Research (]AR), Njala University
and NCiOs. MAFS operate with two Technical Divisions namelv Agriculture and Livestock,
and two service Divisions comprising lIand and Water D)evelopment and Planning
Evaluation. Mlonitoring and Statistics Division.

Ministrv of- Fisheries and Marine Resources: This Ministry is responsible for the exploitation
and manag ement of' our marinc rcsources. The Ministry has as its primary mandate the
provision of cheap source of' protein f'or the majority of' Sier-a Leoneans, thus contributing
towards the improvemenit of'National and food security. Tlec MNFMR is also responsible for
the Monitorinig Control and Surveillance Of-O-ur territorial wvaters.

'IThere is a Fisheries and Marinc Development and Management Act (1994) as well as
regulationl. A policy is in place. Embeddcd in thc pol]icy and strategy is the conservation and
enlhancenment of' environmental quality and sustainable managenment of rich biodiversity of'
wetlands, lalkes, rivers, beaches, estuaries, bavs, lagoons and inland waters. Fishing activities
can lead to habitat fragmentation. over-exploitation of resources, and i'uel oil pollutant
introductions. lIogging f'or firewood f'or processing is also of concem.

Ministr' of Tourisnm and Culture: The responsibility to promote and develop the country's
tourisnm industry lics with this Ministry. It is also charged with the duty of protecting the
counltry's heritage: monuments, cultural and historical sites. Infrastructure development duc
to the expansion of tourism and debris associated wvith their activities are of concem to sound
environmental management.

Ministry of Works and Technical Maintenance: The duty of' road construction and
maintenance as well as public buildings lies with this Ministry. It enhances the improvement
of road networks by securing bilateral and multi-latcral agreements with donors for funding.
Construction and maintenance activities can lead to habitat fragmentation and pollution
problems.

Ministry of Energy and Power: The development of the cnergy sector is one of the functions
of' the Ministry. It is expected to develop the energy resources and enhance current
production to meet the needs of' the community as well as provide adequate facilities and
maintenance oi' cxisting ones. The proposed PAMP could provide opportunities for business
and ccotourism, which would require the supply of' adequate and regular energy supply to
beneficiary communities and districts. TIhe Ministrv of' Lnergv and Power would have to
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collabor-ate with other stakeholder institutions to integrate the potential energy demands of'
the project communities into its short to long-term development plans.

Ministrv of Education, Science and Technology: This Ministry is responsible f'or educational
activities and the development ol' science and technology countrywide. Construction of
Educational facilities nationwide has concerns that have to be addressed.

Non-Governmental Organization (NGOs): There are only a few non-governmental
organizations (NGOs) in Sierra Leone with interests in environmental and resource
management. Some of these are interested in the natural conservation and monitoring of the
country's wildlife and natural habitats. Among the NGOs involved in environmental
management are the Environmental Foundation for Africa (EFA), Royal Society for thc
Protection of Birds (RSPB), and Sierra Leone Conservation Society (CSSL).

Organizational Structure for Environmental Management at the L-ocal lIevel: .At the local
level, the environmental functions are carried out by provincial officers of the NaCEF
through its Assistant Environmental Officers in the Northern, Southern, and Eastern
provinces. and an officer for the Western Area. It is envisaged that these of'ficers will be part
of the area town planning committee set within town councils. At present, the main tasks of
the Assistant Environmental Officers operating at provincial levels basically include
monitoring ol' environmental programmes and projects. evaluation of' environmental
degradation and compilation of reports. At present town councils, including the Freetown
City Council (FCC) with statutorv powers as a l ocal authority (LA) does not participatc in
any arrangement aff'ecting environmental management in accordance with the national
environmental protection Act. 2000. H-1owever, as the Act is implemented these councils will
start playing pivotal roles. The City and town councils however have environmental
units'committees. which focus mainlv on hcalth and sanitation issues.

6.0 GENERAI, ENVIRONM'ENTAL AND SOCIAL BACKGROU!ND

6.1 Geographical Overview

Sierra Leone is situated along the Atlantic Ocean in West Africa. It lies between latitude
6"55' N and 10" N and between longitude 10" 14 W and 13() 17' W. the total land area is
72,325 Kmn. The country is found at the Westem tip of the UJpper Guinea lowland forest and
is typicallv tropical. The climate is closely related to the movement of the air masses. The
pattern of seasonality is controlled by the North and South oscillations of the Inter-tropical
convergence zone (ITCZ). There are essentially two seasons; Wet (May- October) and Dry
(November - April) seasons each lasting approximately 6 months. The annual rainfall varies
f'rom about 1,800mm in the North east of the countrv to about 50()mm in the Freetown,
Peninsula. The coastal areas receive more than 3000mm of rain annually; North central.
central and south Eastern regions receives between 2500mm and 3000mm and North receives
f'rom 2500mm to less than 2000mm. 80-90'%, of' the total annual rainialls are received fronm
mid June to the end of October. The 5-2' ' ., usually I'alls in the dry season. An analysis of'
trends in rainfall pattern indicates that there were periods of incrcased rainiall (1959-60;
1966-1969): decreased rainlall; (1961-1965); drought (1970-1975). Nornmal raini'all periods
(1954-1959; 1976-1981) have also been recorded. From 1981 to the present (2006) there
appears to be a slight progressive decrease in annual rainfall amounts.

The mean monthlv solar radiation varies from between 380 cal. C'm-2 davx' in March to 280
cal. C'mni dav (June - October) with a minimum of 250 cal Cnm dav I in August. The
average minimumn recorded air temperature is 22" 'C (August) and the highest is 35) C'
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(February - March). The mean average is 26" C. the heavy rains and maritime influelnces lead
to humidity values of up to 92% in the Wet season and 45 ,. inland in the dry season.

6.2 Eco-Climatic Zones of Sierra Leone

The country is divided into four (4) main relief regions; coastline, interior lowland plains,
interior plateau and mountains. The coastline is about 560 Km long and the shelf covers an
area (to 200m depth) of 30, 00OKm-. The drainage system consists of a series of rivers from
North to south including the following; Great Scarcies, Little Scarcies, Rokel, Jong, Sewa,
Moa and Mano. The interior lowland plains extend from coastal terraces in the West to the
East of Sierra Leone occupies approximately 43'., of the land area. The interior plateau is
made up of granite that runs from the northern part of the country to southeast. T'hey seldom
rise above 700ni and are comprised of'alluvial iron stone gravel in the southeastern region
while the north end is comprised of weathered outcrops of granite rocks.

The higher mountains are iound in the North and East of the country; Loma Mountains and
Tingi Hills respectively. The highest peak in the Loma Mountain is the Bintumani and rises
to ]945m. The Sankan Biriwah of the Tingi Hills rises to I iri The Freetown peninsula is.
made up of dissected mountainous Peaks with Sugar Loaf and Picket Hills being the highest.
The six (6) major ecosystems are; Forest, Montane, Savanna, Agricultural, Wetland and
Freshwater and (Coastal and marine. Each of' the ecosystems is characterized by' certain
dominant vegetation and wildl]fe.

Forest Biodiversity: Seventy percent (1 It*.) of' Sierra Leone in early 20'S, Century was once
covered with forest but has been reduced to barelv 5 .. todav (Unwin 1922; Savill and Fox:
1 969; (ordon et a] 1 980). There are two types of forests in Sierra l eone: 'I'ropical moist
evcrgr-cen iorest and moist semi-deciduous f'orest. 'I'he formcr can be further divided into
lowland rainforcst ecosystem and montane.
(ai) Louwlaul Rai,lole-exst EcosY'stem.: Lowland rainforest although iound in the rest of' the
country is more skewed to the East and South. The dominant tree species include Jleritiera

utilis, (0rvptoscpalun telUcraphlluvam, Lopluzra alata and EtL7rhroph/lwn ivorcnse. Moist semi-
deciduous forest is found mostly in the north of the countrv and the dominant plant species
include 7crin/na/ia ivorcnsis, JePr,.,i malia stperba, Daic/lla tlhurilera, Parkica bicolor and
Parb-jrJji exce/sa. Where secondary f'orests are found the plant species are dominated bv
1 7

untumU ia af,i-icana, MAusanga c('cropiodls, 7'mle7 gI(i guineensis, Carapa procera, Elaeis
guaincensis and Sponidias mlzombin. There are I I protected areas within the forests (moist
forest and semi-deciduous) including: Gola North, Giola Last, Western Area, Lake Sonfon.
Loma Mountains, Yawri Bay and Tingi Hills. (Allan, 1990; Hlarcourt et a]. 1992; Bomah,
2002; I-ebbie, 2002). Generally there are over 2000 species of' plants including 74 endemic
species.
(b) Forest 147//d/lL BiodiversitY: Although the countrv is not numerically rich in wild animal
species, its position as the westernmost extent of the Upper Guinea forest block aff'ords it the
advantage of some endemism and a number of' rare mammals. Fifteen (15) species of'
primates occur in Sierra Leone including the Monkeys: ('O/ohis polvkomzos, Pilioc olobhs

hadius halias, Cercopithecuts diaina diania and Precolhobas versus. The chimpanzee
(Pantroglodvltes versus) is found throughout Sierra Leone. Eighteen ( 1 8) species of antelopes
and duikers occur in Sierra Leone including Trag/lap/uis specei, Cephalophlas zch-ra and
(Ccphaloplhusi/ntinki. Large mammals include the elephant (Loxoc/onIta a'iclana cvclotis)
P ',VgMn hippOpOtaU7ls (11cxapralotion liheriensis and leopard (Anthera parc/dus) (Grubb et al.
1998).

Nine (9) bat species have been recorded (Stuart and Adams, 1990). Ilerpetofauna have been
poorly documented. Over 500 species of'bird species have been recorded. Invertebrates have
been poorly documented. Endangered species include the Pygmy hippopotamus
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(l-Jexapratodon liherienisis), bongo (Boocerecus LriVceros). the banded duiker (Cephalophas
doriace) and jentiinks diikeir (Cephalophus jentiniki). The GOSL has become more aware of'
the importancc of'the country's wildlife resources especially in the promotion of'Ecotourism
industry and the need to protect wildlif'e in general.

Montane Ecosystems Biodiversity: The two mountain chains (Loma Mountains and Tingi
Hills) found in the North and East occupy some 451 kmn. The highest peaks are Bintumani
(1947m) and Sanka Biriwa (1860m) in the Loma and Tingi Hills respectively. The annual
rainfall varies between 1600 and 240()mm. The soil is largely infertile. The mountain range
is also the source of some major rivers. Plant associations encountered are dependent on the
height abovc sea level. 4 identifiable plant associations are closed forest and Guinean
Savanna (460 - 915m), and sub-montane gallery forest and sub-montane savanna (915 -
1700m). About 1.576 plant species in 757 genera and 135 f'amilies havc been identified.
There are 4 endemic plant families including Triphlvoph/Vlluin peltatun, Octokilena borealis
and Napoleona leonesis. Other endemic species include Afi-otrilepis juegeri, Digituria
phaeotricha and Loxodera sirigosa. The dominant plant species in the closed forest and
savanna are Uaipacta togoensis, C 'ola laeu-iti, Pur-ilnari excelsa, Ochnila Ineinhrulacca,
('aloncoh ec/hinatu and Lophira lanceolata. Subl-montane ilora include Pa>riniari excelsa,
Aihtihonotha maucrophvlla, Aphinias pterocarpoides Daniel/a tha/rilera. Dissotis elliotii,
(Cteniam newonjii, Loincdettia kagterensis and ('Ynatis lon gifloral (Cole 1974). The wildlife is
unique consisting of leopards, monkevs, chimpanzees, baboons, bufialo, pygmy
hippopotamiius, duikers, elephants and birds (Lebbie 2002).

Savanna Biodiversitv: The savanna ecosystems are found mostly in the north and northeast of'
Sierra Leone and occupy about 35'I,, of the country (Cole l968; 1974). Savanna is usuallv
plagued by annual bush fires. Several types of- savanna have been recognized including
f`orest Savanna, mixed tree savanna and grassland savanna. The dominant tree types are
Daniela Oliver, Parka igloos C(assiasie-heniana, Lop/hi-a laineolata, Borassus auth iopian,
Terininalia alhitlzi and Vitex cuncuata. Dominant grass plant species include Andropogon
gabon cusis, 4 1drIOOpOgn7 tWetoruln, Chasniopodmwin eaaclura and -i parr-1heniia rufifia. The
typical Savanna wildife include large mammals (elephants. leopards, hyenas, duikers, genet,
civets. wvarthogs, aardvarks, chimpanzees, baboons, monkeys), over 250 species of birds,
amphibians, reptiles and arthropods. Among the mammals, 6 are recorded as endangered. 5
as vulnerable and 6 threatened.

6.3 Agricultural Biodiversity

Sierra Leone is an agricultural countrv with about 70'%, of the working population employed
in this sector and accounting for one-third of the Gross Domestic Product; GDP (GOSL
1994). The main thrust of' GOSL food security policy is on efficient and sustainable
production and poverty alleviation. 70% of the ifarming population cultivates rice. The area
under cultivation is estimated as 409,674 ha and could expand by twice that amount when
iu`ly harnessed. (GoSL, 2002). Sierra Leone's Agro biodiversity assets consist of some 70
crop species, and livestock. 1 6 crop species are grown all over the country. 7f, .. of the arable
land is devoted to rice production. Sierra Leone's water resources are adequate with an
annual average rainfall of 2000 mm and several river systems. The country's main stablc
food, rice, is produced in 5 distinct ecologies --- uplands, inland valley swamps (IVS ),
mangrove, riverine grasslands and boli]ands.

Two (2) types oi' crops are produced in Sierra Leone: Perenial crops and annual crops. The
nmajor perennial crops include oil palm (Elaeis guineensis). cacao (T/heobr-oatz cacao), coffiee
(Cof/ca arahica: C. (canephora - rohasta: C. lihbrica: C. exselsa;1C. tenophvll11a), coco palm
(Cocos mucilera), natural rubber- (HcIavea brasilliensis)v; cashew (A nacar-diuin
ac cidntal1e}(it/-itrls (Citlrs sinensis:- C. ortantifoljo, C. Iimnioni). mango (Mangilera indica),
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sugarcane (Sacchar/tin o lieinale,) and ginger (Zingimber ofJ/fiina/l). Rice (Orvza sitiva) is
the main annual crop that is grown in over 300,000 to 400,000ha and produces 450,000 to
550,00nmt annually. Of'31%, GDI' provided by the agricultural sector, rice alone contributes
as much as 85'o (Jiusu and Bangura, 2002). Other crops usually found intercropped with
upland rice include sorghum (Sorghluum /m7rg'aritilvrumi), maize (Zea mialrs), cassava (A/li/ihot
spp), sweet potato (1pomnea hatacta), yam11s (Dioscorca spp), coco yam (XanitIhosu

Sati/oitulinim), cucumber (Clcunmis saVtiv/s), puImpkin (Curcluhita spp), tomato (Lvcopersicon
csculcnt/nuJ.) garden eggs (o/ola/nutn ;elongecs), beans (Colotevnhis circles) and pepper
(Caps/cum i(i7 ianum). In the uplands. the slash and burn famfing practice followed by short
l'allow periods has led to poor soil quality and erosion. Inland valleys and swamps are used to
cultivate a variety of food and cash crops.

Livestock production is still largely free range or extensive. The ruminants consist of'cattle,
goats and sheep. The cattle breed is the Ndama breed. Attempts to introduce more exotic
species have largely f-ailed. In 1984 the estimates oi'ruminants wvere 33,200 heads of catile,
264.00() sheep and 145,000 goats, there arc an unspecilfied number of' races of pigs and
rabbits. Thle birds (poultry) inc]ude chickens, ducks, guinea fow] and pigeons.

Wetlands and freshwater systems

Bah (1994) estimated that there are 4,837.8 Km 2 of wetlands in Sierra Leone and in recent
times has mapped out and identified 66 wetland areas (Bah Pers. Com). The vegetation
consists typically of ]rcshwater swamp forests, riparian type and mangroves. Freshwater
swamp forests are present all over the countrv aiid the typical tree species include Mitralgt7na
stipulosa, RAaphia pahlna-pinnius. (Calwnus deeratuis, 11r/iti era utilis and RhYchospora

corvminosa. 'I'he riparian or- gallery forest vegetation includes species such as
1
9 iptad/'niasatrnu a/Pi'ciii iun, Ulapac a togocisis, PterocorplZs saIntcliitles, Brachvlsligti a
1conens is. Anadclphia leptoco/na, Paiiacium coni censis and (U1perus pustulautiis. An
estimated 20ti,000-30111 1Ii.i, of' mangrove swamps Ifringe the coastline of' Sierra le-one
(1Bah. 1994; l'omba, 1994).

'T he mangrove swamps ol Sierra Leone are dominated by 5 species (RhiLophora raeminosa, L.
harrison/ii R. miGanigle, Avicenia iiitida and Languncularia racc/nosa). Intermingled among
the mangroves may be other plant species including PaGp/uh// vaginatum, ,SesuviliUn

portulacastru/mi and Philoxe/rus verinicrid/rris. Rhizoplho /ra sp.. oftenl found seawards and
Lan/guncularia ,;) are found landwards. A total o' about 35,0()0 ha of mangrove swamps in
the north are under rice cultivation and in the south 5,000 ha. There are proposals for the use
of niore mangrove swamps for rice cultivation. TI'here are several protected areas within the
wetlands of Sierra Leone including 3 more proposed categories for protection; National Parks
(Lake Sonflon, Lake Mape, and Lake Mabesi), Game Reserves (Yawnri Bay, Bagru-Moteva
creeks, Sewa-UWan je and Kpaka); Game Sanctuaries (Mamunta--Mavoso).

Sier-a Leone's drainage system is very extensive and consists of' a series of rivers running
from North to South including the fiollowing: Great Scarcies, Little Scarcies, Rokel, Jong.
Sew\a, Moa and Mano. In addition, there are numerous streams including Ribi, Kukiuli,
Gbangbar and Wanje. The four (4) main estuaries are the Scarcies, Rokel, Y'awri and
Sherbro. There are also a number of Lakes (Mape, Mabesi), creeks lagoons and small
estuaries. The wetlands are very rich in animal life'. An estimated 240 species of'birds have
been identified. About 200,000 migrant birds visit the wetlands annually (Becker, 1994). 3
species ol'crocodiles (CMCoeodiLS Isiloiti/it'us, C'. cataphrcCtus and Osleolaemus tetrapsis) are
known to occur. Thle monitor lizard VIranuns Xs/ and pythons (P rithoni sehae, PYthon r-egius)

are well represcnted. The most important mammals are the otter (Aov7wx capeisis), the
carnivores (Potlano0gale ve/ox, Atilux palii(li/iosis), lherhb 'ores (Trirhec/hus sellegalensis) and
the pygmy hippopotamus (HCxaUp/)-tod1on lihCt'nsi/SIS). Mangrove and estuarille sediments are
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rich in invertebrate fauna including snails, bivalves, polychaetes, protochordate and
Lchinoderms (Aleem and Chaytor, 1980; COMARAF, 1990; Ndomahina, 2002).

Sixteen (1 6) i'amilies of freshwater fishes have been identii'ied with as many 100 species. The
major river fish species include Alestes lon gipinnis-, Epiplatvs lvsu.olatus, Jepsetts odoe

Saroliherodon kingslevi. Cienopoina kingCslevi, Polvpteruts ptilai/as, Heinichroinis fiiscialuxs
T'il/apia illii, Tilapia iioniotdi, Clarias lazera, Clarias lueviceps and Morm-iiivrits macrophalus.
Lakes contain mostly catfi shes including Bagrus hauvad., Svnodontis niig-rita, Clarias
plativepha/lus Cl/irias lazeera and ChrvsichthvsJircalus (I'ayne 1986). There is an estinmated
biomass of 50,000 metric tones (mt) with a potential annual vield o' 1 6,(00mi. B'unce River
has becn proposed for protection in addition to Lake Mape and Mabesi.

Coastal and marine biodiversitv

Sierra Leone's coastline is 560Km long and the shelf' covers an area (to 200(m dcpth) of'
30,000km,. The Exclusive Economic Zone (lEZ) is 155,700Kmr. Plankton studies indicate
that there are 5 genera of' dinoflagellates, 14 genera of' diatoms, 2 genera of Chlorophyta
(Aleem 1979) Bainbridge (1972) recorded 26 species of copepods, 9 species of
Chaetognatha, 3 species of Protochordata, 2 species of Pteropods and 2 species Coelenterata.
polvchaetes and protozoa. 62 species of'gastropods and 30 bivalves have been also identified
(IMBO. 1996). Other benthic iauna consists of a wide range of animals including
chinoderms. gastropods, bivalves, crustacca, polychaetes and protochordata. Seaweeds
include Cau/ler-pa r a'enosa, Chuaeloinorla pac Ineinub, Lvnghiva con,i,rvoides and (alotihrix
scopuloruw. Marine f'ish stocks consist of Pelagic. Demersals and shellfish (Longhurst,
1968, Edward. et. al 2001). Pelagic fish stocks consist of small pelagics (Etihmalosa
1inhibriata, Sardine/la madiat-eLi'sis, C'atr-aix hippos. Scoinher s'oinbrus and Al/thlu vl/pcs).
Large pelagics include 'iplhsg ladiis. TsUnnUs alhacares and A,.is thazard. Semi-pelagics
consist ol Brach/tleuterus auritus, Balistes capricus, A1 toophumi aceper uin. Diapjhus
dunierilli and Lepidophances guassi.

T'he demersal stocks include Pseudotolilhus eloi gactus. P. senegalensis, Ga/cio(es
decadacti1us, Luw/anus agennes. Page/llus couei and Dentex canariensis. Shellfish consists
of' crustacea and molluscs. The crustaceans include Peniacus duorarum, Parapencaeu.s
lonigir-ostris. Panuliriumn regius. Callinects pallidus and Cazrdiosomla arnatumn. The molluscs
include the cuttlefish (Sepia offtiinalis, Sepfia berti/elotti) and molluscs (Pachln'elina,
Crassostrea tiulipa and Iphegenia laeviagatuin).

Over 200 species of finfish species have been documented in Sierra Leone (FAO, 1990). TIhe
contribution of various categories of fish stocks over the years are close to estimates provided
by ('outin (1 989) as follows: Small pelagics (43 -55%); demersals (30 - 40%); large pelagics
(3%i) and Shrimps (2'S,). The total biomass is estimated to be berxveen 500,00lmt and
700,00(mt. The estimated Maximum Sustainable Yield (MSY) is about 200,00(mt. Fish is a
cheap source of protein for over Tl "'.. of'the population. There are two (2) types of fishery in
Sierra Leone; artisanal and industrial. There are an estimated 20,000 artisanal fishers
operating 6000 boats of dif'ferent sizes and landing f'ishes at some 457 sites along the coast.
The varieties of gear type in use include ring nets, beach seines, cast nets, traps hooks and
line. The industrial sector operates a number of vessels (demersal trawlers, shrimpers, canoe
support vessels, purse seiners and long liners) and target mostly finfish and shrimps.

In 1990, ''.. of the fish harvested came from the artisanal sector. In 2002 the artisanal
sector accounted for 75%' of all fish landed amounting to 46,000OOmt. 16,000mt is landed from
the freshwater systems every year. Aquaculture is rudimentary and therc are less than 20
ponds nation wide growing Tilapia and catfishes. Threatened species have been recorded
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among some coastal species including catfishes, snapper and sciaenids. Overexploitation and
bad fishing practices are responsible for the present levels of threats.

6.4 Description Target Areas

A) Western Area Peninsula Forest Reserve (WAPFR)

General Site Description: The WAPFR is located on the hills of the Western Area
Peninsula, about 5 km south of the capital, Freetown. Freetown has a current population of
1 .5 million people. This reserve forms the only place in West Africa where a mountain range
occurs near the coast. It occupies a narrow chain of hills approximately 37 km long and 14
km wide, with a range of peaks, the highest being Picket Hill (900m). Biogeographical
studies show that it may form the only remnant of' moist closed iorest remaining in western
Sierra l eone (and probably the westernmost in the Upper Guinea forest block). Annual
rainfall ranges from 3000-7000 mm, with mean daily temperatures varying ifrom 25-30
degrees Celc]ius in the dry season and 22-27 degrees Celcius in the rainy season. Although no
comprchensive botanical and f'aunal surveys have been conducted for the reserve, data from
the 1 990s relerence 53 tree species and 47 shrubs species recorded. Over 50 species of
manimals have been recorded, of which seven species are primates, five of' which are
threatened: Western Chimpanzee, Red Colobus Monkey, Black-and White Colobus Monkey,
Sooty Mangabey and Diana Monkey. Other threatened mammals include Jentink's Duiker,
Black Duilker and Maxwell Duiker. A Chimpanzee rehabilitation sanctuary (The Tacugama
Chimpanzee Sanctuary) exists in the reserve with activc programs for rehabilitation of pet
and orphaned chimpanzees. The endemic toad, Cardioglosus aureolli has been recorded in the
reserve. A total of 374 species of birds including occasional vagrants and migrants that visit
water bodies within the lorest, have so flar been recorded. Five species of global conservation
concern occur - W'hitc-necked Picathartes, Green-tailed Bristelbill, Yellow-casqued hornbill,
1 urati's Boubou and Rufous-winged Illadopsis.

Benefits and Ecological Threats: The reserve supports two major reservoirs, the Guma
Valley and Congo dams, which supply water to Freetown and other communities surrounding
the peninsula. The ecological and spiritual significance include its capabilities f'or watershed
protection. microclimate stabilization, erosion and landslide control, carbon sequestration,
sacredness as refuge for ancestors of' local populations, aesthetic values as well as
recrcational dimensions.

The Western Peninsula Area Forest Reserve is attracting large numbers of tourists because of
its proximity (within 5 km of the centre ol' the capital Freetown) and has a motorable road
running right around the reserve, with a number of feeder roads and a few trails within
reserve zones. The Guma trail, starting from the GCuma dam, is the most frequently used by
visitors and provides some opportunities for watching birds and wildlife. Hotels and beach
bars are lound on extensive scenic beaches around the coastal areas of the peninsular not too
distant from the reserve.

The reserve serves both the Freetown population and adjoining communities by providing
tangible goods such as land for farming and establishment of new settlements, stones for
housing construction; hunting grounds (although prohibited by law) for bushmeat as source
of protein; refuge for edible wild food and medicinal herbal resources for humans and
domcsticated animals; source of fuelwood lor cooking and fish smoking, wood/timber for
housing construction, etc. Granite is still being mined for export.

However, this ecosystem is under anthropogenic threat from excessive exploitation of
biological resources and encroachment of' land within the area for human settlements, stone
mining and farming. The actual size ol' the area so utilizcd is to be determined. The most
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pervasive environmental impacts are extensive def'orestation and severe degradation, which
lead to impairment of' the ability of the ecosystem to function and cause irreversible damages
(e.g., severe soil erosion and landslides, siltation of rivers, soil fertility loss, biodiversity loss,
microclimate instability, etc).

Social Impacts: It is likely that maintaining strict conservation rules may be disadvantageous
to adjoining and resident populations because they may encounter some restrictions of'access
to certain areas of' the PA, where they mine stones for personal use and gain for house
construction, hunt ior buishmcat, and harvest herbs for the production of herbal medicines and
wood lor firewood and charcoal production. Besides losing shelter and assets, placing the
reserve under a stricter category of protection could result in periphery communities and
residents losing their means o' income and sources of' livelihood. However, if tourism should
pick up, especiallv with beach tourism, local residents around the WAPFR would accrue
benefit from tourist visitations (through gtiding, merchandizing, catcring, lodging, transport,
etc) as more adventure tourists may use the park for recreational purposes. making first
experience with the habitat (a montane, rainforest vegetation type), hiking, bird and gamc
watching, etc.

Impact Mitigation: To mitigate potential social upheaval and flux of compensation request,
(ioSL has decided to re-zone the PA, create a core zone that will be demarcated (i.e.
surveved, pillared and mapped) and re-constituted as a National Park. Underpinning ef'fective
managemcnt of' the corc areas would bc a park management system that fully intcgrates a
multiple use approach, marrying conservation with utilization. In this context, it would be
appropriate to implement well-matched activities/interventions in resource utilization zones
within the core protected area and apply land use rules in the periphery zone to positively
enhance thc integrity of the selected protected area zones and ensure their ecological
functionality. Government wvould continue to promote the ongoing community forestrv
programs, which support the establishment of community and individual wvoodlots for
iueluood and plantations for poles. Most importantly, securing people's livelihoods and
cr-eating job opportunities ior residents to earn a living would reduce dependency and result
in the maintenance of' the health of the PA. The Government is promoting eco-friendly
tourism by targeting the country's beaches and other ecological sites such as forested arcas.
'I'ourisminature tourism presents a big opportunity for community development and
alternative income generation for the local communities, particularly those that fringe
globally significant biodiversity sites. The PAMP will promote eco-tourism devclopment
within the WAPFR and create choices for residents to engage in tour guiding, catering,
handcrafting.

B). Gola Forest Reserve

General Site Description: The Gola Forest Reserves located in the Eastern and Southern
lProvinces and comprising the 45,800ha Gola North, 22,800ha Gola East, and 6,200ha Gola
West are the largest tract of closed canopy, tropical wet evergreen to moist semi-deciduous
closed forest and lowland rainforests in Sierra Leone. They are about 330km southeast of'
Freetown and covers parts of the Gaura, 'Iunkia, Nomo, and Koya Chiefdoms in the Kenema
District, Barri and Makpele Chiefdoms in the Pujehun District; and Malema Chiefdom in the
Kailahun District. The forest forms part of Sierra Leone's border with the Republic of lIiberia.
Small areas of forest remain outside the reserves and connect the reserves to each other and to
forests in Liberia. Tiwai Island, bordering the Moa River and West of the Gola West block of
forest forms part of'the Gola Forest Reserves or Protected Area system. Inland swamp forests
and fringing lorests are common on the edge of large streams and river banks. These blocks
of forests are well-drained with rivers such as the Mogbai, Mano, and the Mahoi.
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These blocks can be accessed throughi Kenema, 38 km to the west and Pujehun, 30 km to the

southl. Key areas of interest around the reserves are the Tiwai Island Game Sanctuary (part of

the Gola Forest IBA about 10 km west of Gola West). and Lakes Mape and Mabesi

(proposed IBAs), which are the largest lakes in the country and are about 55km southwest of
the (jola Forest Reserves.

While 56 mammal species including the forest elephant, leopard and duikers as well as six

threatened primates have been recorded, a total of 274 species of'birds including the rare and
endangered wvhite-breasted guinea-f owl and the vulnerable white-necked rock-f'owl are

believed to inhabit these blocks of forests.

Benefits and Ecological Threats: The prominent and predominant land uses around the

(iolas and Tiwxai are crop f'arming (e.g. cocoa, coffee), commercial liui. poaching

(predominantlv primates and duikers exacerbated bv the 10-vear civil war), and alluvial mining of'

gold and diamond. Mining activities carried out in small sections along the niver banks result in local

disturbance to the ecology of' the streams. reduLce flow and increase turbidity down stream. The

reserve serves both the populations in the Chiefdoms mentioned earlier abovc in the Kenema,
Pujchun and Kailahun districts by providing tangible goods such as land for farming and
hunting grounds (although prohibited by law) for bushmeat as source oi' protein; refuge for

edible wild food and medicinal herbal resources ior humans and domesticated animals;
SOUICC ol' i'ielwood for cooking, wvood/timber logging, mining for gold and diamond, etc. The

ecological and spiritual signiificanice include its capabilities f'or river basin protection,

microclimate stabilization, erosion and siltation control, carbon sequestration, sacredness as
refuLge for ancestors, aesthetic values as well as recreational dimensions.

Social Inipacts: While the implementation of' resource utilization zones within the core
protected area and land Use rules in the periphlerv zone wT1ill positively enhance the integrity of'
the selected pr-otected areas and their ecological functionalitv. it is also likely there could be
trade-offs, whiclh may be disadvantagcous to adjoining populations because thcy may lose
access to natural resources and spiritual contact xwvith their ancestors mav be restricted. It is
also likcly that placing the reserve under a stricter categor ol' protection could result in
periphery communities losing assets, access to assets and sources of' income and livelihoods.

Thlis could result in driving populations into povertv, particularlv in communities where
coping mechanisms and alternative options are hard to develop or actLalize.

Impact Mlitigation: The logging problem in the project arca is being addressed through the ongoing
(Iola Forest Conservation Concession Initiative (GFCCI), financed by thte European Union, the
French Global Environment Facility and Royal Societv for the Protection of'Birds (RSPB) and also
through an Endowment Fund to be established w7ith iunds from C(onservation Intcmational and
B3irdl-ife Intemational. The project seeks to purchase logging concessions within the Gola Forest
Reserves and place the Reserves under full protection and conservation rather than for timber
extraction. Benefits of the Gola initiative include economic and social development support to the
project aflected communities and residents. The GFCCI is providing job opportunities to
communities fringing the Reserves bv contracting them for patrols, boundary cleaning, etc. Tourism
presents a big opportunity for community development and alternative income generation for
the local communities.

C). Loma Mountains Forest Reserve

General Site Description: Gazetted a iorest reserve in 1930, its status was upgraded to a
Non-hunting Forest Reserve in 1973. The Loma Mountains Forest Reserve covers an area of
33.2O0ha. It comprises the northernmost outlying forest in Sierra Leonc, and the largest area
of' montane forest in the country. No clear-cut reserve boundarv currently exist, however,
thcre is a plan by the NaCEF to declare the reserve a National Park. Loma Mountains Forest
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Reserve is found in the Nieni and Neya (Chiefdoms in the Koinadugu District, Northern
Province, about 346 km northeast of' Freetown. The area of the Reserve is remote and
sparsely populated and therefore anthropogenic threats are minimal. The Forest Reserve is
found on a range of hills of' wide altitudinal range, the highest being Bintimani Mountain
(1945m). which is the highest in West Africa, west of Cameroon. Many rivers drain the
mountain range and two of Sierra Lcone's major rivers have their sources from this region;
the Sewa to the southwest and Rokel to the northwest.

Thle vegetation shows altitudinal variation in the species composition and vegetation types.
The vegetation consists of' montane evergreen forest up to I 680m. with montane grassland
and gallery forest at the plateau and wooded savanna at lower altitudes. Plant life on the
mountain is rich with several endemic species. A total of' 1.576 plant species has been
identified and includes 757 plant species and 135 families. Nine plant species are endemic.

The Loma Mountains Forest Reserve has a rich species diversity that include threatened
species of' primates such as Western Chimpanzee, red colobus monkey, black and white
colobus monkey, sooty mangabay and diana monkcy. Other threatened species inhlabiting this
montane ecosystem are the leopard, forest elephant, pigmyv hippopotamus, water chevrotain,
savanna buffalo, duikers and several other large mammal species. A total of' 245 species of'
which five are globally threatened has been recorded in the past.

Benefits and Ecological Threats: The population access the peripheral areas of the reserve
mainlv for rotational bush fallow cultivation (mainly slash and burn), which occasionally
causes serious damage and changes to the vegetation structure and iaunal population. Few
farms occur in gentler hill slopes on the western portions of the reservc. Other uses include
woodcutting for mainly domestic use and subsistence incomc. TFhe main rcason for the low
level of logging and woodcutting is the inaccessibility of- the area due to poor road network.
P'eople based in forest edge communities do most of'the hunting and there is evidence that the
pressure is rcgulated through traditional controls. Primates are not usually hunted because of
religious and cultural reasons; the tren(d appears to be changing now that there is increased
religious and cultural diversity in the area.

The area attracts small numbers of local and foreign tourists, mainly to climb Mount
Bintimani and to see wildlife within the reserve. Tourism presents a big opportunity for
community development and alternative income generation for the local communities.

Social lmpacts: The upgrading of the status of' the reserve to National Park (NP) and
implementation of reservc management plans and land use rules in the periphery zone will
positively enhance the integrity of'this montane ecosystem to continue to provide ecological
services. It is more likely that the intended upgrading may less on the resident communities
because they have in the past depended very little on the PA for their survival and livelihood.
However, their access rights to natural resources which hitherto were free and undeniable
could be curtailed, albeit not adversely. It is unlikely that they may be displaced or relocated,
lose shelter and assets, or incur any loss of access to other assets, or means of income and
sources ol' livelihood. However, compensation issues may arise.

Impact Mitigation: To get re-gazettement to happen, Government should put in place
structures, systems and processes to determine and negotiate reserve boundaries, relocate
affected populations and provide adequate and iair compensation to those who losc out as a
result of the land take and access deprivation. Government may negotiate compensation with
the landowners by appointing a settlement officer who will work out details of the nature ol'
compensation, time scale, compliance and enforcement mechanisms and monitoring
an-angements. The Loma Mountains Forest Reserve off'ers one of the biggest potential for
conservation through community participation and ecotourism development in northeast
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Sierra Leone. Therefore, a management plan for the reserve and surrounding areas needs to
be developed, in consultation with, and taking account of the needs of local communities.
Tourism presents a big opportunity for community development and altemnative income
generation for the local communities. The PAMP will promote ecotourism development
within the LMFR.

D). Tingi Hills Forest Reserve

General Site Description: The Tingi Hills forest reserve was constituted in 1947 and
gazetted a non-hunting forest reserve in 1973. Administrative responsibility is in the hands of
the District Forestry Officer in Kono and the Game Superintendent, WBC. TIingi Hills Forest
Reserve is located close to Sierra Leone's eastern border with the Republic of' Guinea. It
occurs between the Nieya Chiefdom, Koinadugu District, Northern Province and the Sando
and Lei Chiefdoms in the lKono District, Eastemn Province, about 470 km east of Freetown.
This reserve is the eastemmost mountain range in Sierra Leone and includes areas
encompassing the Sankan Birriwa massif, which has two peaks separated by a narrow gorge.
Both peaks stand over 1800m, but the northernmost which is IX50m high, is the second
highest in Sierra Leone. The terrain is generally rocky, with numerous streams, which have
their sources from the massif. These streams are the tributaries of two major rivers in the
countrvy the Mano River, which runs along the border with the Republic of Liberia and Sewa
River.

The vegetation of this forest reserve is similar to that of the l oma Mountain Forest reserve.
The vegetation is montane and at 309-915m it was predominantly moist semi-deciduous
l'orest, but much of' it has been reduced to derived savanna by fire and destructive F'arming
practices. A mixture of shrubs and trees savanna occurs on the plateau, which graduallv
changes into grass savanna on higher elevations of above 1 680m. Epiphvtes are abundant in
the sub-montane gallerv forest up to 17700 m. Sedge flora interspersed by bear rocky outcast
is found at the summit.

The f'orest reserve is home to a variety of mammals including primates such as the threatened
Western Chimpanzee, Red Colobus Monkey, Black and White Colobus Monkey and Sooty
Mangabay. Other threatened mammals known from this site include a small population of the
Western Elephant, Pigmy Hippopotamus and Savanna Buffalo. T'ingi Hills Forest Reserve
has a fairly good diversity of both forest and savanna dependent bird species. Surveys done in
1974 recorded over 200 species of birds, including two globallv threatened species, the
White-necked Picathartes and Sierra Leone Prinia and the data dependent Baumann's
Greenbul .

Benefits and Ecological Threats: No job facilities exist in the area, except for the few
vouths who migrate to Koidu town and environs to involve in diamond mining. The majority
of the people inhabiting edges of the Tingi Hills FR theref'ore depend on the forest resources
f'or their subsistence, medicine and lood. The main land use patterns include small scale
subsistence farming on the lower altitudes and close to rivers and streams, mostly around the
margins ol' the reserve, close to Kenewa and surrounding areas. Shifting cultivation is the
most common farming method and woodcutting and dead wood gathering is carried out on a
subsistence basis. Hunting pressures (particularly for monkeys and duikers) which peaked
during the civil war have reduced after the cessation of hostilities. Currentlv hunting is done
only on a subsistence basis with snares. Also, visits to the area for scientific interest,
adventure (mountain climbing) and relaxation was fairly f'requent before the civil war. I'he
area seems potentially viable for ecotourism.

Social Impacts: In the past resource utilization and management of the forest reserve was
regulated by the local communities through traditional bye-laws and pronouncements from
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chiefs and community leaders, which still seem prettv intact. While the upgrading of the
status of' the reserve to a National Park (NP) and implementation of reserve management
plans and land use rules in the periphery zone will positively enhance the integrity of this
montane ecosystem, it is also likely there could be trade-ofi's. It is more likely that the
intended upgrading of its status into a NP may be resisted because it will further alienate local
populations from accessing freely natural resources and accrillg immediate benefits. They
may be displaced or relocated, resulting in loss of' shelter and assets, access to assets and
means of incomc and sourccs of livelihood. In these areas where coping mechanisms and
alternative options arc hard to come bv or actualize project affected people are likely to
experience increased poverty.

Impact Mitigation: 'I'o be able to enforce rules and regulations regarding management and
utilization of Tingi Hills Forest Reserve. Government would put in place structures, systems
and processes to determine and negotiate reserve boundaries, relocate aff'ected populations
and provide adequate and f'air conipensation to the rightful landowners and those who lose
out as a result ot' the land take and access deprivation. Government may negotiate
compenlsation with the landowniers by appointing a settlement officer who will work out
details of the nature of compensation. timne scale, compliance and eni'orcement mechanisms
and monitoring arrangements. The Tingi Hills Forest Reserve offers one of the biggest
potential f'or conservation through community participation and ecotourisnm development in
northeast Sierra l.eonc. Therefore, a management plan for the reserve and surrounding areas
needs to be developed, in consultation with, and taking account of' the needs of local
communities. ''ourism presents a big opportunity for communitv development and alternative
incomc generation for the local communities. The PAMP will promote ecotourism
development within the TH'FR.

E). Outamba-Kilimi National Park

General Site D)escription: It was gazetted a National Park in Sierra Leone in 1995, foll]oing
gazetted notices of ] 974 and I 986. OKNP is found in the extremc north, about 296 km north
of- Freetown and lies adjacent to the border with the Republic of' Guinea, in the Tambakha
C'hiefdom, Bombali District, Northern Province. The two areas, Outamba (74.100 ha) and
Kilimi (36.800 ha). that constitute the park are separated by a stretch of land 1000 km~ in
siz.e. The vegetationi is characterized by a mosaic of grassland, closed woodland and gallerv
forests. Whereas, Outamba has a predominance of tall grasses and woodland, and patches of
closed canopy lforest. Kilimi has more grassland and more open wvoodland. 'There are traces of'
Raffiia swamip vegetation and riverine grassland in both arcas. Outamba has a perennial lakc,
ILakc ldrissa.

Thcre are nine species of primates in the area including f'our threatened species, the Western
Clhimnpanzee, Red Colobus Monkey, Black and White Colobus and Sooty Mangabey (NT).
Other large mammals include the Western Elephant, ILeopard, Pigmy Hippopotamus, Water
C(hevrotain, Nlaxwell Duiker and Savanna Buffialo. The total number of birds recorded in the
park is 220 of w hich 1 58 and 175 species respectively occur at the Outamba and Kilimi areas.
The various species recorded included 1I (I11".) of the species considered dependent on the
(Ouinea-Sudan savanna that occurs in Sierra l eone. OKNP holds four near-threatened
species, which are of' global conservation concern. One of' these species is the rare migrant
P'allid Harrier. The Lake ]drissa and river courses seasonally support a good population of'
wintering plovers, sandpipers, herons and egrets.

Bencfits and Ecological Threats: These within-PA-resident populations depend entirely on
the resources of'the park for thcir survival, using small portions of land within enclaves in the
park for slash-and-burn agriculture. Most areas within the periphery zones are used by
adjacent coimmu1nities for iarming for food and medicine f'or treatment of' most common
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diseases and ailments like malaria, dysentery, fever, headache, fractures, etc. There are also
flew residents who engage in honey gathering. There is evidencc of woodcutting and logging
in some areas for domestic purposes including for the construction of dug-out canoes. Other
practices occurring in the NP include hunting and fishing and both are high. The f'ishing
methods used are destructive and include small mesh nets and poisonous herbs, which may
create ecological imbalances within the aquatic system and render the water unsuitable for
human and wildlife consumption. The region is drained by several streams, which flow into
large rivers of national importance such as the Mongo and l1ittle Scarcies at Outamba and the
Great Scarcies at Kilimi.

Social Impacts: Several small settlements occur as enclaves within the park and are likely to
pose serious problems in the management of the Park. Recent discussions with the resident
populations rcvealed that they are not willing to vacate the areas they occupy mainly becausc
of uni'ulfilled obligations by the government during negotiation for the establishment of the
Park. It is expected that the implementation of' parkl management plans and land use rules
developed under the GEF-supported Project will positively enhance the integrity of the area
to continue to provide sustained flow of' goods and ecological services and benefits to
resident populations within and the periphery zone of the NP. The Pro ject does not iiitend to
displace existing resident populations within the Park. For those communities resident in the
Park implementation of'project activities should not result in loss of'shelter; loss of assets and
access to assets; and loss of'means of income and sources of livelihood.

Impact Mitigation: For an eff'ective management of OKNP and development into a powerf'ul
ecotourism site, Government would put in place structures, systems and processes to
determine and negotiate residential zoning for the resident population or relocation of'
aff'ected populations (if need be) and provide adequate and f'air compensation (cash paynments
and land for land compensation) to those who may wish to move out of'the Park or lost out as
a result of the land take and access deprivation. The OKNP offers one of the -- fti, potemitial
l'or conservation through community participation and ecotourism development. 'I'heref'ore, a
management plan for the reserve and surrounding arcas would be developed under this
Project. in consultation with, and taking account of the needs of local communities. In the
past resourcc utilization and management of the forest reserve was regulated by the local
communities through traditional bye-laws and pronouncements from chief's and community
leaders, which still seem pretty intact. These practices would be promoted under this Project.
Thle PAMP would support the establishment of' village-level enterprises as ventures for
emplovmcnt, income generation and livelihood maintenance.

F). Kangari Hills Forest Reserve

General Site Description: The Kangari Hills Forest Reserve was gazetted a forest reserve in
1955 and upgraded to non-hunting forest reserve in 1973. This reserve is located in the
Kunike and Bonkolenken Chiefdoms in the Tonkolili District. Northern Province and the
Valunia Chiefdom in the Bo District, Southern Province. It occurs about 210 km east of'
Freetown. The forest at Kangari is part of a range of hills, the highest being Kangari. which is
outside the reserve. The predominant vegetation type is moist rainforest. Three plant
communities can be distinguished in the Kangari Hills Forest Reserve namely, farm bush and
thicket on the lower slopes; inland freshwater swamp forest and young to nmature secondarv
moist forest on the slopes and summits. Farm bush covers the lower slopes.

Therc are a good number of' primates and other large mammal species in the reserve.
Threatened primate species are the Western Chimpanzee, Red Colobus Monkey, Black and
White Colobus Monkey and Diana monkey. Othcr threatened mammals arc Leopard, Water
Chevrotain, B3lach Duikev, Maxwell Duiker, Forest Elephant, and Forest Buffalo. Over II 5
species of birds, representing 34 familics, have been recorded in the reserve. The list includes
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three globally threatened species namely, the White-necked Rock-fowl, Black-faced Stream
Warblcr and Green-tailed Bristlebill.

Benefits and Ecological Threats: Populations living in the edges of the Kangari Hills Forest
Reserve depend on the reserve and adjourning lands for agriculture, wood and timber
harvesting for fuelwood and building poles. Local people rely on plant extracts for curing
common ailments such as malaria, stomach ache, dysentery, diarrhoea and cuts. Hunting was
practised during the time of the Liberian war, but is believed to have reduced significantly
since the cessation of' the war. Ecological and environmental benefits include the protection
of watcrsheds of many rivers supplying towns and villages in central and southern Sierra
Leone. The region is the source of two main rivers passing through the centre of the country,
the Pampana River to the northeast and the Moa River to the southwest. Mining activities
have restarted in a rather smaller scale and if' not checked may lead to deforestation and
degradation as more land is taken under mining concession.

Social Impacts: Implementation of activities under this Project is unlikely to cause any
physical displacement or relocation of' people since there are no settlements in the Reserve
and population at the periphery is sparse. However, resident populations at the edge of' the
reserve could be affected because they are liksely to have further restrictions on access to
resources, as a result of effective enforcement of rules, regulations and prescriptions. Frees
access to natural resources could be curtailed and replaced by a system whereby residents
would have to apply for entry licenses at a fee to be paid to the PA management. For those
populations that in the past harvested resources from the Reserve for gain a curtailment of
access may result in loss of means of income and sources of livelihood. However, this sunset
of the conmmunitv population is minor. Discussions during i'ield visits to Mongere have
revealed that the 2 Chiefdoms who together own the Kangari Hills FR arc disputing the
allodial boundary and the level of royalties due to each from mining operations in lower
slopes of' the Forest Reserve, believed not to f'orm part of the 'A. The current ownership
disputes arise because boundaries of the Reserve have not been sufficiently determined to
permit Chiefdoms to know the limits of their land propertv.

lnipact Mitigation: As a matter of urgencv, the state would have to appoint a negotiator to
initiate negotiations with the 2 Chiefdoms on any outstanding boundary disputes and claims
as well as getting agreement on a fair and equitable benefit sharing scheme. In a consultative
and participatory manner with the Chiefdoms, the Project wvill finance the f'ixation of the PA
boundaries. Wherever disputes arise, the team will resort to arbitration, mediation and other
alternative dispute resolution mechanisms. It is only when all these fail to yield the expected
results that disputants would be encouraged to lodge cases with the formal courts. GoSI.
through NaCEF will commission the surveys, pillaring and mapping of the allodial and
Reserve boundaries prior to implementation of project activities specific to the PA.

6.5 General Environmental Issues related to the Target Areas

As the description in section 6.3 indicates, the target areas cover very wide ranges of eco
climatic zones (forests. montame and savanna). Some of the target areas (PAs) had by law
been established and non-conforming activities proscribed (Western Area Peninsula Forest,
Gola Forest Reserve, iiwai Island Wildlife Sanctuary, Outamba-Kilimi National Park, Loma
Mountains Forest Reserve. Tingi Hills FR and Kangari Hills FR). Because of poor
management arising out of a variety of reasons, some activities such as illegal logging,
Hunting, mining, bad agricultural practices increase in population pressures have lead to
some critical environmental problems within the PAs and off PAs. Those problems include
def'orestation, land degradation water contamination, loss of biodiversity, habitat and
wetlands, rapid population growth. The Ten (10) years of' civil conflict exacerbated the
problem. Among the imnmediate causes are:
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* ILand use conversion due to increasing need for arable land and grazing areas;
burning practices for land clearing and shifting cultivation;

* Uncontrolled logging for fuelwood and charcoal production for domestic
household energy consumption, construction material and local industry fuel
needs;
IJnsustainable and inefficient resource use (e.g. Overgrazing, extensive
cultivation on steep hill slopes and untrolled logging);
Lack of local planting;
l Human migration and resettlement due to increasing numbers of returnees and
other war affected groups encroaching into PAs;

* Inappropriate agricultural practices lcading to decreased soil quality and
erosion, such as use of marginal lands, overgrazing and free grazing.

* Mining in PAs and off PAs including wetlands and rivers leading to loss of'
vegetative cover, deterioration in soil and water quality and increased soil
erosion;

* Lack of' soil and water conservation measures and/or abandonment and poor
maintenance and anti-erosion works; and

* Overuse of natural resources/over fishinig/lhunting/over-grazing.

The Root causes include:
* Poverty and population pressure leading to unsustainable pressure on

resources; absence of alternative livelihoods and weak capacity to increase
unit agricultural production;

* Insufficient awareness and knowledge of sustainable land use practices and
effects ol'del'orestation;

* Land tenure system leading to allocation and use of'marginal land and lack of
incentives ior sustainable land use practices;

* Lack of or insufficient national land use policies, plans, laws andi regulations,
and/or enl'orcement of existing laws;
Weak policies, laws and regulations for environmental protection (e.g. EIlA);
insuflicient enforcement of existing regulations; lack of' sufficient human
resources; and

* Low environmental awareness and sense of value oi' environmental protection
and cultural habits.

Among the more severe impact are;
* Decreasing vegetation/forest cover, loss of' density and diversity;
* Deterioration of watershed: high run off associated with increased erosion

leading to loss of fertile soils and sedimentation and siltation down stream;
* Large scale habitat destniction and loss of wildlife in terms of numbers and

biodiversity; progressive disappearance of National Parks;
* Variability in climate and rainfall patterns;
* Degradation of water quality, rendering water unsuitable for drinking,

domestic, agricultural and other uses;
* Risks to public health due to poor sanitation conditions, especially during

raining season and floods.

The SL-PAMP must include as part of its activities, strategies for the ecological restoration
and species recovery programmes inline with the recommendations of the NBSAP both in the
in-situ and cx-situ PAs.
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These include:
* Identification and demarcation of critical ecosystems within the PAs under

threat;
* Reviewing and updating sectoral policies and laws in line with the provisions

of the relevant articles of the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD);
* Promoting manpower development and the eni'orcement of existing

regulations on ecosystem restoration and species recovery;
* Develop and implement species recovery programmes especially for

endangered species. Implementers must introduce into the design reforestation
programs, restoration of integrity of' critical ecosystems (River banks,
prevention of erosions, wetlands) reintroduction of endangered species etc.

* Promote the active participation of the local communities in ecological
restoration.

7.0 PREDICTION OF POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMIPACTS

7.1 Beneficial Impacts

* The implementation of the ea will increase in Sierra Leone the practice of
subjecting development projects to an environmental management process, in
the prevailing situation where a national environmental policy and regulatory
framework are weakly enforced. The ESIA offers the opportunity to identify
potential project impacts, mitigate them verifiably through monitoring whilc
building capacity for environmental management within institutions local
governments and local communities.

* The proposed PAMP would provide sustainable direct uses of'biotic rcsources
to meet human needs ior iood, fuel, fiber, shelter, and medicine. The project
offers much importance and value of'ecosystem services thereby ensuring that
life support systems are increasinglv recognized.
The proposed PAMP can help, buff'er variations in weather and climate. For
example, forests can soak up, store, and slowly release water, and protect
watersheds and soil from erosion following the extreme winds and torrential
rains.

* The PAMP would provide immense nonmaterial values such as the spiritual,
aesthctic, educational, recreational, historical, and scientific benefits that
people derive from the natural world and its resources. The value that people
place on conserving biodiversity for future generations is also a nonmaterial
value.

* The diversity of life constitutes a unique resource for current and future
generations. Genes from wild species help maintain the vigor ofi many crops.
The extinction of each additional species brings the irreversible loss of unique
genetic information, which could have contributed to the development of
material benefits from biodiversity such as medicines, foods, and other
valuable biotechnologies. Hence the expectation that the PAMP would help
minimize the overexploitation of living resources, would lessen the threat of'
human survival and enhance the well-being of f'uture generations.

* Ensuring the survival of the earth's natural heritage

The targeted protected areas could have many management objectives beyond biodiversity
conservation, including outdoor recreation and tourism. In many countries tourism plays a
major role in the establishment of' protected areas and an area's tourism potential is an
important iactor in the selection process.
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T'ourism activity in a national park or any other protected area can serve as a self'-financing
mechanism and therefore as a tool of conservation. This will, however, only be possible if the
level, type and management of tourism are appropriate and, in particular, the "carrying
capacity" of the area is respected.

Other potential benefits of the PAMP are:
* watershed protection
* sustainable forestry
* scientific research
* environmental education.
* global benefits of environmental management

7.2 Adverse Impacts

The proposed PAMP could lead to the development of ancillary facilities and sub-projects
such as access roads, buildings (hotels, guest houses and restaurants). commercial centers for
art and craft products, small scale village-level income generating activities, etc. Among
other things, the provision of these ancillary facilities and the sub-projects could give rise to
some adverse environmental impacts during the entire development phases of the proposed
Protected Area Management Project including pre-construction, construction and operational
phase's impacts. These impacts can be avoided or mitigated by taking proper precautions
during the design, development and operational stages of the proposed project by observing
the national environmental laws and regulations, international conventions and protocols
relevant to protected area development.

The development activities to bc undertaken through the entire development phases of the
proposed project will have potential impact on the f'ollowing environmental components:

a Physical Environment
* Environmental Quality
* Ecological Resources
* Human use values.

The impacts of the project activity on each of the environmental attributes are briefly
discussed below:

7.2.1 Phvsical Environment

7.2.1.1 Impact on Climate
The proposed project may involve construction activities relating to upgrade or rehabilitation
of ini'rastructure facilities such as access roads, buildings and other social amenities.
Construction of buildings may lead to moderately significant vegetative cover loss. In
circumstances where there would be a major access road upgrade or rehabilitation there will
be significant loss of vegetative cover. I-lowever, this construction related activities would not
cause considerable changes in wind profile, temperature and rainfall pattern in the project
areas.

7.2.1.2 Impact on Topographv
During the construction works, the micro-level topography will change to some extent due to
site clearing, leveling, filling and construction of project-related structures etc. With adequate
planning. the topographical impacts can be kept within acceptable limits and can even
enhance the local aesthetics.
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7.2.1.3 Impact on Land Stability
'I'he terrain and geological conditions are such that it does require reasonable care in
undertaking the construction works planning and design. The likely interaction between the
construction works and the existing land features will involve minimal significant impact on
land stability in the project areas.

7.2.1.4 Noise
At present noise in the project areas is not a major issue though there are human activities
taking place in some of the project areas. However, noise is expected to be one of the
negative impacts during provision of infrastructure facilities for the proposed project areas.
The intensity of noise levels during the construction stage will increase significantly, but it
will be intennittent and temporary in nature. However, considering the intensity of impacts
and duration of the implementation, the noise impact is considered to be insignificant.

Impact Source
Increased noise level causing discomfort or Mobilization of construction machinery,
threat to wildlife species Acceleration/deceleration/gear changes by

the vehicles,
Construction of structures and facilities,
Loading, transportation and unloading of
construction materials

7.2.1.5 Impact on Surface Water

The proposed project areas are endowed with many rivers, springs and streams. The streams,
rivers and springs provide basic sources of domestic water supply to most of the inhabitants.
The development of ancillary facilities for the proposed project will have likely impacts on
thesc water sources due to a possible extraction of water from the water bodies for various
development activities and clearing of forest cover and catchment areas of the water bodies.
There could be impact on the flow regime and floodplain during construction. Water
pollution could also be caused by accidental spillages, flooding, fire-fighting, runoff from
construction works, runoff from or disturbance to contaminated ground or river sediments.
These pollution events could have adverse impacts on water quality, amenity, aquatic habitats
or potable resources.

7.2.1.6 Impact on Ground Water
Ground water pollution may take place if a dump contains chemical substances, which will
get leached out by precipitation of water and percolate to the ground water table. In this
project no such material in any substantial quantity will be used. Hence the impact on ground
water quality is not anticipated from the development of ancillary facilities and sub-project
activities if proper design and siting of iacilities are done.

7.2 .1. 7 Impact on Air Quality
'I'he proposed project would not have an adverse impact on air quality. However, the
provision of ancillary facilities such as construction of buildings and upgrade or rehabilitation
of' access roads may have adverse impact on air quality. These adverse impacts could arise
from:

* Dust and odour emissions from construction materials, plant and machinery;
* Exhaust emission from construction traffic;

Increased level of road traffic pollutants caused by traffic congestion or
increased traffic flows on routes during construction.
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Construction activities that have the potential impact on air quality are mainly related to dust
irom, for example excavations, breaking ol' concrete and rocks, and the movement of loose
materials. Construction dust has the potential to cause nuisance through soiling of property
and of vegetation. Disruption of traffic during construction also has the impact to affect local
air quality. It is expected that the air quality wil] be ai'fected to some extent by dust and
particulate matters generated by construction, vehicular movements, site clearance, earth
filling and material loading, and unloading. However, the likely impact on air quality will be
localized, temporary and confined to the construction sites. It is expected that the suspended
particulate matter (SPM) level will be increased during construction works. The noise levels
for various construction activities/equipments though may exceed the permissible World
Bank guidelinc values, however, due to their intermittent nature; the impact of increased
noise levels would only be temporary.

Air quality baseline level in the localities suggests that concentrations of ulphur Dioxide
(SO2), Oxides of Nitrogen (NOx), dust and particulate matter are not higher than World Bank
guideline values.

Table I - The likely impacts on air qualitv during construction are given below:

Impact Source
G ieneration of Dust Site clearing, land leveling, digging of foundation;

Transportation and tipping of cleared material;
TIransportation of sand and stone from sources;
Ilandling and storage construction materials such as cement,
sand etc

(Gcneration of polluting C'oncretc mixers, pay-loaders, trucks and large construction
gases including SO2 , NO2  equipment;
and HC' Movement of' heavy machinery is likely to contribute

towards higher emission oi' gases;
Inadequatc vehicle maintenance and of' adulterated fuel in

L vehicles being used at the construction site.

7.2.2 Biological - biodiversitv, ecologv and nature conservation

7.2.2.1 Impact on V'egetation
The PAMP will not have direct negative impact of vegetation. Any potential negative impacts
will be related to the provision of ancillary ini'rastructure facilities and sub-projects. The
potential ecological degradation from the provision. of' the ancillary facilities and the sub-
projects xvill result from the direct loss of grasses and forest cover due to land clearing, land
leveling and digging of land. Considering the intensity of' impact associated with transport
projects, if the access roads are to be upgraded or rehabilitated as part of the ancillary
facilities under the PAMP, the ecological degradation due to loss of vegetation will be

I if
significant.

7.2.2.2 Farmlands
There are f'armlands within the areas for the proposed for the PAMP. There is the potential
that these farmlands would be converted into nonagricultural uses. This would lead to the loss
of' arable lands, standing crops and loss of trees. This potential impact triggers issues of
resettlement and payment of' compensation for losses. An entitlement matrix would have to
be undertaken to identify all affected persons, identification of tvpe and quantum of loss and
determination of eligibility for compensation payment wvithin a resettlement policy
framework and resettlement action plan in accordance with Sierra Leone's Land Act, .and
World Bank OP1. 4.12 (RPF document).
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7.2.2.3 Cattle Grazing and Ranching
There are cattle ranches in some areas for the proposed PAMP. There should be loss of
grazing land under the project requiring the relocation of affected pastoralist thus triggering
O.P. 4.12 of the World Bank Safeguard policies.

7.2.2.4 Impact on Aquatic Ecology
The provision of ancillary facilities under PAMP could affect aquatic resources in wetlands
in the area since it may involve filling, leveling, digging and some other major earth works.
There is however no likelihood that there will be extraction of sand from the banks of water
bodies for construction purposes that may create any disturbance to the aquatic fauna, which
may result in any displacement of the' aquatic iauna.

7.2.3 Socio-cultural and socio-economic conditions including land use, infrastructure
and human health

7.2.3.1 Loss of Assets and Means of Livelihood
The principal social impacts arc those associated with land acquisition, relocation and
community disruption, which will be caused by the proposed project and the provision of its
ancillary facilities. T'he proposed project will involve the need to relocate community
residences and farmnlands, disrupt established communities and deprive aflected persons of
their means of livelihood. The involuntary taking of' land resulting in relocation of
communitics or loss of shelter, lost of assets or access to assets; or loss of income sources
such fanrning, logging, charcoal burning, mining and other means of livelihood triggers issues
of involuntary resettlement as stipulated under World Bank Operational Safeguard Policy OP
4.12 as well as the regulatory requirements of Sierra Leone's Land Act. The provisions of'
this policy, OP 4.12 and lIand Act must be met. Sufficient information is needed in the
environmental assessment to assure that the relocation can be managed. Preliminary
evaluations indicates that involuntary resettlement under the proposed I'AMP, if unmitigated,
could give rise to economic, social, and environmental risks: production systems arc
dismantled; people face impoverishment when their productive assets or income sources are
lost; people are relocated to environments where their productive skills may be less
applicable and the competition for resources greater; community institutions and social
networks are weakened: kin groups are dispersed; and cultural identity, traditional authority,
and the potential for mutual help are diminished or lost. This has been dealt with in the RPF
document.

7.2.3.2 Induced Socioeconomic Impacts
For the kind of proposed project there is the potential for induced or secondary impacts on
surrounding communities. The induced impacts could be significant, particularly where there
are also significant impacts in other categories especially land use or direct social impacts. In
such circumstances, a more thorough analysis of induced effect may be needed in an
environmental impact statement. The existence of this potential induced socioeconomic
impact necessitates that the environmental assessment describes such factors as shifts in
patterns of population movement and growth, community services demands and change in
business and economic activity to the extent influenced by the PAMP.

7.2.3.3 Impact on Tourism
No matter what sort of protection an area enjoys, the danger that tourism will harm the
natural and aesthetic value of the area is always present. The proposed PAMP would
contribute significantly however to the development and promotion of tourism in the Sub-
region, Sierra Leone and particularly in the communities concerned. The migration of various
travelers, businesspersons, visitors etc would create markets and stimulate economic
activities. Further the proposed PAMP would open new markets not only for tourism but also
i'or other export opportunities for Sierra Leone.
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Within the context of the Blue Print of the Ministry of Tourism, the proposed PAMP shall
contribute to optimizing socio-economic growth and provide positive environmental impact
for the benefit of deprived communities in the project areas and the country at large. Some
other specific benefits to be realized are:

The preservation of the country's wildlife and promotion of nature tourism
which is in great demand by today travelers.

* Upgrading the standard, quality and effectiveness of' tourism marketing to
increase tourists' arrivals and foreign exchange eamings.

* Promotion of domestic tourism, fostering of cultural cohesion and national
integration as well as the redistribution of incomes.

7.2.3.4 Impact on Infrastructure
The proposed PAMP is a kind of project that will bring with it several ancillary developments
and sub-projects that could significantly change the intrastructural regime of the project
communities and its neighborhoods.

* Types of ancillary developments and sub-projects that could spring up include:
* Access roads
* Power supply (overhead lines or buried cables)
* Electricity sub-stations
* Quarries or burrow pits for the supply of materials
* Construction compounds
* Waste disposal sites.
* Markets for art and craft products
* Hotels, guest houses and restaurants.
* Small-scale, village-level income-generating schemes.

The cumulative impacts of the proposed PAMP project and the ancillary developments could
be potentially significant.

7.3 Impact on Human UTse Value

7.3.1 Loss of Monuments/Historical Areas
Some of' the sites earmarked for the PAMP are said to have religious, sacred groves and
unique natural values. The declaration of such locations as protected areas could lead to a loss
of access to these sites and deny the indigenes of the. benefits or the spiritual significance they
attache to those sites. This triggers the World Bank safeguard policy on Cultuiral Property, OP
4.]1 . However, based on the objective of the PAMP, the sacred grooves or the sites of
religious significance would not be damaged. The project could be design to assist in the
protection and enhancement of the cultural properties encountered in the targeted protected
areas.

7.3.2 Health, Safety and Hvgiene for Construction Workers
With reference to the provision of ancillary facilities and sub-project components that are
construction related, there could be minor impact on community health during construction
period. Due to the concentration of people, the transmission of potential disease is likely to be
increased. Additional concerns arising from inadequate health and safety practices may be
encountered at the construction sites.
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7.3.3 Aesthetic Values
Aesthetic values in the project area would improve due to the springing up of buildings and
infrastricture facilities. No significant negative aesthetic impacts are expected due to the
project.

8.0 PROI'OSED ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT PROCESS AND TYPICAL
MITIGATION MEASURES

8.1 Proposed Environmental Management Process

General

As mentioned above, (see NEPA -2000), the EIA procedure 2000 categorizes projects into
three -"groups" according to their potential impacts: Category A (projects with adverse and
significant environmental impacts, requiring a full EIA), Category B (projects which may
cause some significant environmental impacts, not likely to warrant an environmental impact
stiudy), and Category C (projects with no impacts). The PAMP will include multiple sub-
projects, resulting from the demand to towns and communities. These sub-projects will vary
in magnitude and technical scope.

Types of ancillary developments and sub-projects that could spring up include: the provision
of- access roads; extension of power supply and installation ol' electricity sub-stations;
developments of quarries or burrow pits for the supply of construction materials; construction
buildings, guest houses, hotels and restaurants; establishment of market centre in the
communities l'or art and craft products; emergence of small-scale and village level income
generating activities. The cumulative impacts of the proposed PAMP project and the ancillary
developments could be potentially significant.

Category A Sub- Projects

Category A Sub-projects will undergo a full Environmental Impact Assessment, carried out
in accordance with EIA Procedure and Guidelines of Sierra Leone and the World Bank
Group OP 4.01 .The main requirements applicable to these ElAs are as follows:

To be carried out by independent, experienced consultants;
* To include meaningful public consultation in accordance with OD 401;
To include public disclosure of relevant documents in a culturally-adequate
form (terms of reference, draft EIA report, draft EMP), and to demonstrate
that public's comments and observations have been taken into consideration;
To result in a full Environmental Management Plan that will have to be
detailed priced and phased.

ElAs for Category A sub-projects will be based upon specific terms of reference to be
developed on a case-by-case basis.

8.2 Environmental Baseline Assessment

The Environmental Baseline Assessment (EBA) is a rapid field investigation to screen on-site
whether any environmental issues may require specific attention. It is proposed that all
Categorv B Sub-projects (including the simplest ones) undergo the EBA process in order to
avoid anv omission in screening potential environmental issues. The EBA process is designed
to meet the following criteria:

* '-o bc as simple as possible;
To be undertaken by field staff with basic training only;
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To be completed within a few hours at the most and probably within less than
one hour for the most simple sub-projects.

Appendix 3 proposes a draft framework for the work to be carried out at the level of the
EBA. Field personnel in charge of the EBAs at the Provincial/District or site level will
categorize the EBAs as follows:
A One or more major adverse impacts are likely, significant changes to the project

design are required (changes in design, site or route);
B Potential environmental issue identified, specific mitigation required.
C No significant environmental issue identified, no specific mitigation required.

8.3 Environmental Review

ElAs once completed will be forwarded to the Department of the Environment at national
level for review. The Environmental Review will have the following objectives;

* Check the completeness of the Environmental Baseline Assessment;
. Check the soundness of the conclusions (i.e. soundness of the categorization in

A, B or C, see above);
Sort the sub-projects for further review of those sub-projects for which
potential environmental issues have been identified (categories A and B).

Category A sub-projects are those for which the Environmental Baseline Assessment
concludes that changes to the design or the sitting/routine of facilities are required. These
changes may be needed to eliminate unacceptable adverse impacts such as;

* Impact on a fragile eco-system
* Impact on inhabited dwellings.
* Impact on structures used for commercial activities or other business.

InImpact on graves or other cultural resources.
* Impact on land use and/or users.

Category B sub projects - Once redesigned or relocated, the sub-project may fall under
category B or C.
Generic EMP
The Generic EMP applies to all schedules (1 or 2) and EBA category they fall under.
A framework for this generic EMP, shall be developed.

Site-specific EMPs as additions to the generic EMP will be developed for the following types
of sub-projects:

* Schedule ] sub-projects: Site-specific EMPs will be derived from the full E1A
developed for such sub-projects:

* Schedule 2/Category B sub-projects: Site-specific EMPs will be developed on
a case-bv-case basis.

8.4 Mitigation Measures - Generic Environmental Management Plan

The Environmental Management and Monitoring Plans contain the environmental impacts
and risks, the mitigating provisions and management actions, the Environmental Monitoring
Plan, enhancement or corrective actions and training and institutional measures. The
foPlowing tables (Table 2: impacts on the Physical Environment, Table 3: Biological-
Biodiversity, Ecology, and Nature Conservation, Table 4: Impacts on the Socio-cu]tural and
Socio-economic E:nvironment and Tabl i: Impact on Human use value) provide typical
mitigation measures associated with impacts identified in Section 7. They form the Generic
EMP applicable to constniction and operation phases of all sub-projects.
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Table 2: Impacts on Phvsical Environment and Associated mitigations.

Issues/Impacts Mitigation
Impact on Surface The risk to water resources could be managed by ensuring that
Water suitable mitigation measures are incorporated into the design,

development and usage of ancillary facilities. The impacts on water
quality and flows of any water-body that any ancillary development
would impact would be assessed through a project specific EIA.
The detailed environment assessment to be conducted would
provide sufficient description of design, mitigation measures, and
construction controls applicable to the proposed ancillary
development to demonstrate that water quality standards and permit
requirements can be met. Facilities such as storm and sanitarv sewer
design. requirement for additional water supplies or waste treatment
capacity, erosion controls to prevent siltation, provisions for
containing fuel spills and waste water from washing, designs to
preserve existing drainage or to minimize dredge and fill, and
location with regard to an aquifer or sensitive ecological area such
as a wetlands area shall be considered to the extent applicable to the
proposal. - -

Impact on Air An environmental impact assessment process will establish the
Quality baseline conditions of air quality parameters such as dust,

particulates and noise. The impact of the ancillary developments
will then be assessed in comparison with the air quality for the
existing conditions and forecast conditions with and without the
proposed ancillary project. The environmental assessment would
include measures to be incorporated in the design to niinmize
adverse air quality effects, including control of air pollution during
constrmction.

Table 3: Impacts on Biological-Biodiversity, Ecologv and Nature Conservation and
Associated Mitigations.

Issues/impacts Mitigation
Impact on aquatic The proposed ancillary projects would have to be designed and
ecology developed in a manner that would avoid a potential long and short-term

adverse impacts associated with the destruction or modification of
wetlands and to avoid direct or indirect support of new construction in
wetlands.

Impact on Farmland This potential impact triggers issues of resettlement and payment of
compensation for losses. An entitlement matrix would have to be
prepared in a resettlement action plan to identif, all affected persons,
identification of' type and quantum of loss and determination eligibility
for compensation payment within the resettlement policy framework and
resettlement action plan in accordance with Sierra Leone's Land Act and
World Bank OP. 4.12.
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Table 4: Impacts on the Socio-cultural and Socio-economic Environment

Issues/impacts Mitigation
Social impacts The necessary safeguards particularly OP 4.1 would be put in place to

address and mitigate these impoverishment risks. Further a detailed site
or location specific environmental and social assessment should be
undertaken in order to address the relevant social issues
comprehensively.

For the purposes of the detailed environmental assessment in order to
mitigate the potential negative social impacts, the following information
should be provided.
Estimate of the numbers of individual and families as well as the
characteristics of the households to be displaced (e.g. minorities, income
levels, renter or owner tenure, elderly, large families)
Impact on the neighborhoods and housing to which relocation is likely to
take place.
Indication of ability to provide adequate relocation housing for the types
of families to be displaced. Include a description of special relocation
advisory services to be provided, if any, for the elderly, handicapped, or
illiterate regarding interpretation of benefits or other assistance available.

As part of the social impact mitigation measures, resources which have
socioeconomic significance to the indigenes should be protected. The
proposed PAMP would be planned in a manner to avoid significant
disruption by such means as rerouting or changes in land use patterns to
minimize the effect of the project.

The environmental assessment should reflect the result of any
consultation with local official or with relocation other social agencies or
community groups regarding the social impacts of the proposed PAMP.
A comprehensive public consultation would be undertaken. This would
include details of public meetings, public hearing, press releases, and
notifications/consultation with the stakeholders, to carry out together
with a statement that this will satisfy all applicable coordination and
regulatory requirements.
Importantly, there should be an assessment of community and
socioeconomic impacts to draw on the conclusions of other aspects of the
EIA, summarize the impacts on people and address potential cumulative
impacts including those on specific social groups and communities.
Cross reference will bc made as necessary to other sections of the EIA
for detailed evaluation of particular issues, such as the transport
assessment of changes in linkages, severance, and air quality and noise
impact on residential areas.

Loss of Land -Avoidance through resting/rerouting of any impact on inhabited
dwellings or structures used for commercial activities or other businesses.
-Cash compensation of developments or crops affected by project land
requirements.
-Land replacement if taken by project is significant enough to affected
Lisers' livelihood.
-Monitoring of how affected people restore their livelihood after being
compensated.
-See Resettlement Framework Policy for further details.
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Issues/impacts Mitigation
Induced socio- As part of the measures to mitigating induced social impacts, a more
economic Impacts thorough analysis of the induced efi'ect of the PAMP at the specific

targeted protected areas is needed in an environmental impact statement.
The existence of the potential induced socioeconomic impact necessitates
that the environmental assessment describes such factors as shifts in
patterns of population movement and growth, public services demands
and change in business and economic activity to the extent influenced by
thc PAMP.

Impact on The cumulative impacts of the proposed PAMP and the ancillary
inirastructurc developments could be potentially significant. Any ancillary

development should be included in an Environmental Impact Statement
so as to adequately identify the positive or adverse impacts for the
adoption of appropriate enhancement measures for positive impacts and
mitigation measures for the adverse impacts. If the ancillary
developments are not included in a detailed environmental assessment
the full environmental impacts of the whole project would not he
ascertained. This information will enable the potential indirect and
cumulative impacts and impact interactions arising from the development
to he considered as early as possible in the Environmental Assessment.

Table 5: Impact on Human use value

X Issues/Impacts- 1  = ---- Mitigation
Loss of Project targeted areas that are known to be of any interest from the
monuments/Historic cultural and archeological point of view care will be taken during PAMP
a] areas activities and civil works in order to preserve monuments and cultural

l __--- _ properties of religious and archeological significance.
Health, safety and Adequate health and safety practices should be put in place.
hygiene for
construction of
wvorkers

8.5 Implementation Responsibilities. Capacity Building and Training.

IMPLEMENTATION RESPONSIBILITIES

The following table shows the proposed share of responsibilities and institutional
arrangement for the implementation of the Environmental Management Process.

Table 6: Management rocess - Implementation Responsibilities.

Level Responsibilities
Rural communities -Participate at construction phase in the implementation of

environmental mitigation measures, particularly those related to
land occupation and compensation where needed.
-Implement environmental mitigation measures during operation

-phase

District -Implement Environmental Baseline Assessments for rural sub-
projects where possible
-Monitor the acttual implementation of environmental mitigation

L_ tmeasures at operation phase.
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Construction contTactors -Implement environmental mitigation measures related with
construction (construction waste management, site reclamation).

Consultants -implement Environmental Baseline Assessment for ancillary
projects
-Develop site specific EMPs where required (Schedule 2 sub-
projects - Categories A and B)
-Develop ElAs where required (Schedule I sub-projects)
Supervise the implementation by construction contractors of
environmental mitigation measures at construction phase (as part of
technical supervision contract)

Region: NaCEF Finalize EBA forms based on the framework proposed in this EA.
-Review EBAs (environmental Review) submitted by consultants
and provide a quarterly report of Environmental Reviews.
-Supervise the development by consultants of ElAs where required
review Terms of Reference, review draft ElAs, participate in public
consultation.
-Supervise the development by consultants of Site-specific EMPs
where required
-Supervise the monitoring of construction environmental
mitigations implemented by construction contractors.
-Supervise the monitoring of operation environmental mitigations
implemented by towns and /or operation contractors.

NaCEF -Supervise the implementation of this EA.
Ministry of Agriculture -Collaborate in the overall implementation of this EA
and Food Security -Provide an overall annual environmental monitoring report for
(MAFS) review by MLCPE and the World bank.
MLCP -Review the draft EA

-Review ElAs were so prescribed by Sierra Leone EIA guidelines.
-Collaborate in the implementation of this EA

World Bank -Review the draft EA
-Review EIAs for schedule I sub-projects
-Monitor the overall implementation of this EA, including the
review of annual environmental reports provided by NaCEF.
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9.0 CAPACITY BUILDING AND TRAINING

9.1 Proposed Activities

As mentioned above, capacities in the regions are usually low with regards to environment
management. This is all the more true in the focus Districts: Pujehun, Kenema, Bo, Tonkolili,
Koinadugu and Kono. Some of the regional NaCEF (DOE) offices have very limited
resources in terms of staff, means of transportation and physical equipment.
Table 8: hereunder shows for every level involved the capacity building and training
activities that are required under the PAMP to warrant a smooth implementation of the
different environmental components of the Project.

Table 7: Capacity Building and Training

Level Capacity Building and Training Needed
rRural or Local communities -Training of the rural or local communities and

site groups on protected area management and
empowering them to participate in the
management and monitoring of biodiversity
sites.

NaCEF -General awareness on environmental issues.
-Brief training session (half a day) on
environmental management at operation phase
(as part of the training on technical
management of the new or rehabilitated /
expanded system).

P'rovinces Training of Environment or natural Resources
Desk on environmental Baseline Assessments
for rural sub-projects (2 days sessions).

Consultants Training workshop on environmental Baseline
Assessments.

Region: Regional DOE (NaCEF) Training workshop on environmental Baseline
Assessments.
-Training workshop on Environmental Review
and EMPs.

MAFS Training workshop on environmental Baseline
Assessments.
-Training workshop on Environmental Review
and EMPs.

Ministry of Lands and Country Planning. Training workshop on environmental Baseline
Assessments.

L_-.-- _- -Training workshop on Environmental Review.
N| NGOs Training workshop on EBA and Environmental

L- Reviews
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9.2 Proposed Capacitv Building and Training Budget

Capacity building and training needs as briefly summarized in Table 7 identifies two
categories of stakeholders.

Managers including NaCEF officials, staff from the MAFS, Ministry Marine
Rcsources and Fisheries. Ministry of Mines and Minerals, Ministry of
'T'ourism, MLCP and Local Government (Paramount Chiefs, Districts
Officers), NGOs and

* Rural communities including village/town headmen, elders, Area Committees
and Town Committee members.

Training Programs shall be held on separate occasions at the proposed District Headquarter
towns f'or each of the 2 categories. The training program for Managers in category (i) shall be
held in each of the proposed districts and shall consist of One (I) complete training module of
9 days lor each District. Each complete module of 9 days will cost of USD 6,480. The total
estimated cost is tJSD 51,840. Training for Rural Communities shall consist of one (1)
complete module of 3 days in each of 8 proposed pilot Districts. Each complete module shall
cost USD 3,600. The total estimated cost is tJSD 28,800. The cost estimates include travel
allowances food and per Diem for resource persons and participants.

The breakdown and details are given as follows:-

Environmental and Social Management Process 3 davs IJSD 2,160
* Review of Environmental and Social Management Process
* Use of screening form and EBA guidelines
* Measurement of adverse impacts
* Management of Social Issue associated with subprojects
* Review and clear of the subprojects
* Public consultations on the LA process
* Monitoring subproject Performance
* Monitoring subproject mitigation Measures

Environmental and Social Policies. Procedures and Guidelines
3 davs IJSD2,160

* Review and discussion of Sierra Leone's environmental policies, procedures
and legislation

* Review and discussion of the Bank's safeguard policies
Review of Sierra Leone's policies, laws and requirements in Land Tenure,
Land acquisition and property valuation

* Strategies for consultation, participation and social inclusion

Selected Topics on Environmental Protection and Biodiversity Conservation
3 davs IJSD2,160

* Natural Resource Management
* Conservation and sustainable use of biodiversity
* Integration of biodiversity into projects
* Threat of human activities to ecological resources
* Development activities likely to induce significant impacts upon biodiversity.

tUSD 6,480

Total Estimated Cost for the Districts USD51,840
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Proposed Training Program for Rural Communities

Selected Topics onlv 3 days USD3,600
* Project Origins and Types of subprojects
* Awareness on the positive aspects of the project
* Negative Aspects of Project
* Impacts of forestry practices on the conservation of biodiversity
* Impact of different land uses on the maintenance of biodiversity
* Impacts of fishing practice on conservation of biodiversity
* Role of' the rural communities towards sustainable environmental

management.
Cost of Complete Module USD3,600

Total Estimated Cost for 8 Districts ITSD28,800

Grand Total for the Program USD80,640

9.3 Proposed Environment Management Plan (EMP)

The EMP shall be developed principally by the Implementing partners (NaCEF, NGOs Local
Government etc) in consultation with the targct beneficiaries. The role and contribution of
each stakeholder shall be clearly defined in the EMP. The cost associated with the EMP shall
be built into the cost of the service Providers and shall attract not more than 1'o of' overall
cost of the project or USD 100,000 of Present Project. The EMP for Implementing Partners
will include the following:-

* Review of the biophysical characteristics of the planned sitting of the facilities
(dams, wells. toilets)

* Assessment of the potential environmental and social impact due to the
construction, operation and maintenance of facilities

* Proposal of appropriate mitigation measures
* Review the NEAP and other Environmental Legislative Framework to

accommodate WBS safeguard policies
* Assessment of the management capacity of NaCEF and Implementing partners

to implement the proposed mitigation measures and EMP and make
appropriate recommendations

* Propose a monitoring plan to ensure that the EMP is implemented

The cost for service providers to assist Regional and District Local Councils is part of the
overall inbuilt cost.

The estimated Total Cost for the EMP based on this project shall not be more than
UJSD1 00,000.

10.OMONITORING AND REPORTING

Monitoring
There is the need for general guidelines for long-term environmental monitoring involving
key stakeholder intuitions. Environmental monitoring of sub-projects will take place on a
"spot check" basis at it would be impossible to monitor all sub-projects. These checks will
aim at controlling the actual implementation of mitigation measures, at both construction and
operation phases. Environmental monitoring needs to be mainstreamed in the overall
Monitoring and Evaluation (M&E) system of the PAMP.
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The following indicators can be used for monitoring of the implementation of mitigation
measures:

* Biophysical Indicators:
* Water quality - chemical content, sediment load and bacterial counts, fish and

other aquatic species diversity and abundance.
* Soil and erosion,
* Vegetation changes,
* Wildlife changes.

* Social Indicators,
* Assess whether resettlement objectives have been met; specifically, whether
livelihoods and living standards have been restored or enhanced;
* Assess resettlement efficiency, efi'ectiveness, impact and sustainability,
drawing lessons as a guide to future resettlement policy making and planning;
* Ascertain whether the resettlement entitlements were appropriate to meeting
the objectives, and whether objectives were suited to AP conditions.
* income of beneficiary people
* Presence of schools and clinics
* Nutritional status of children and food security situation
* Sanitation related diseases
* Water use and availability of safe drinking water.
* Efficiency of town/community management
* Number of local people trained in Wildlif'e Protection and Biodiversity
Conservation.

Proposed Monitoring Plan

The proposed monitoring plan is intended to track the performance of the Environmental andSocial Management Process outlined in the SSEA. The monitoring shall be done by keyNaCEF Personnel. other Implementing Partners, Independent NGOs, Local Government
Authorities and other Community groups PAMP Committees. Some of the pertinentparameters and verifiable indicators used to measure the SSEA process, mitigation plans andperformance are given in section 10. 1. The monitoring plan is outlined in Table 9.
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TABLE 9: MONITORING PLAN
Potential Social Costs

and Mitigation Monitoring
Environmental Measure Measures Phase/Stage Responsibility

Negative
Impacts

1. Community Fully Periodic On going l.NaCEF Cost for Service
dependent on implement monitoring throughout providers to
more this EA, use and the life of the
sophisticated screening evaluation of sub projects Assist Local
ancillary support procedure verifiable andprojects 2. Service Government
facilities. (Sect.8. indicators for and beyond

appendix 3), all impacts therebv Providers. Authorities and
addressing identified in ensuring the NEPB during
specific the subproject institutional
mitigation SSEA as per arrangements 3. Independent Project
measures for section 10 of are Preparation
all categories this report. sustainable NGOs. included in
of sub
projects. Project Budget.

2. Construction Beyond the 4. Local Govt
material and life of the
waste disposal project Authority. Specifically, for
problems. monitoring, the

Cost of service
5. Local providers is

3. Where Communities.
water points are USD 100,000
constructed:

6 PAMP/Site
Management Training Budget

(i) Water-borne ,eams (STMs) Is USD 80,640
and sanitation
related diseases.

7. NEPB The Grand
Total cost for

(ii) High
groundwater and Environmental
surface water and Social
abstraction.

Management is
(iii) USD 200,640

Groundwater
contamination
during
construction and
improper
sanitation.
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Potential Social Costs
and Mitigation Monitoring

Environmental Measure Measures Phase/Stage Responsibility
Negative
I i s c - _- _ -_-_-_-_-_-_-_- - - -

4. PAMP
ancillary
facilities may
have to be paid
lor.

5 .Land
requirements

6. Social
Exclusion

Reporting

Environmental Baseline Assessments

Environmental Baseline Assessment will be prepared by Administrative Councils (District
etc) (where possible) for rural sub-projects, or by those consultants hired to carry out
technical design and construction supervision. All EBAs will be categorized (A, B. C) then
submitted to the Regional EPA for review.

Environmental Reviews

The Ml CPE Regional Branches will provide a quarterly summary of Environmental
Reviews.

Annual Reports

Regional NaCEF, PAMP Authorities annual environmental monitoring reports and reviews,
consistent with the draft sheet to be provided by DOE in consultation with NaCEF. The
Ministry of Lands and Country Planning will review the reports (DOE). The report contents
wi'l be the following.

- A summary of environmental Reviews (based on the quarterly summaries prepared by
the regional MLCP);

' A summary of E I As and site-specific EMPs developed during the year;
v A summary of environmental monitoring carried out on systems at both construction

and operation phases.

These regional reports will be consolidated and summarized into a national level annual
report to bc prepared by the NaCEF and the SL-PAMP Secretariat.
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11 .ODISCLOSURE

This ESIA has been disclosed in country and at the World Bank InfoShop. NaCEF published
the disclosure workshop dates in three (3) local news papers namely, the Democrat (May 7 &
14, 2007), Standard Times (May 10 & 14, 2007) and Salone Times (May 9, 2007). Between
May 16 and 22, 2007 NaCEF had conducted 5 separate disclosure workshops throughout the
countrv in places proximal to the PAs. The full text of the report (including list of
participants) prepared at the end of the series of workshops at sites close to selected PAs
(namely Fintonia for OKNP, Kabala for Loma Mountains Forest Reserve and Tingi Hills
Forest Reserve, Mongeri for Kangari Hill Forest Reserve, Kenema for Gola and Tiwai Island
Wildlife sanctuary and Freetown for Western Area Peninsula Forest Reserve) has been
attached as Annexes 2a & 2b.
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Appendix ]:

PROPOSED FORMAT FOR THE ENVIRONMENTAL BASELINE ASSESSMENT

NB: For complex projects, it is advisable to use several forms (one for each of the main
project sites).

1. Site and Sub-project

Site:

Province: District: Chiefdom: Town:

Sub-Project (technical description):

2. Geologv, hNydrogeologv, soil

Site Geology (according to available geological map):

Site Hydrogeology (according to available iniormation):

Type of Ecological zone category

Seasonal fluctuations

Known quality problems

Soil

Type of soil

Sensitivity to erosion

Erosion already taking place on site

3. Surface Water

Watercourse in the surroundings of the site:

Nature (river, stream, spring, lake)

Distance to site

Downstream/upstream the site

constniction and operation

4. Drainage Condition on-site

Description of present drainage condition on site (site topography, infiltration
capacity of soil):

Risk of water retention (site in a low point):
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Feasibility of simple drainage improvements to eliminate water retention
problems:

5. Water Bodies

Estuaries

* Type of Estuaries

Fringing vegetation

Type of coast:

* Lateritic coast
* Granitic Coast
* Sandy coast
* Mud-Sand
* Muddy

Bays:

* Wave height
* Tidal Height

T ype of Coast:

* Lateritic coast
Granitic Coast

U Sandy coast
* Mud-Sand
* Muddy

6 Flora - Fauna

Description of vegetation on site:

Identification in the immediate vicinity of site of vegetation specimens with
particular value according to local inhabitants (herbs, medicinal trees, sacred
trees):

Fauna: specifics according to local inhabitants

Any indication of a potential fragile ecosystem in the immediate surroundings of
the site (wetland for instance)

For watersheds and spring catchments in mountainous areas, is there any wetland
downstream the spring (3 kilometers) that may be affected by the catchment,
location and description.

7 Cultural Resources

Presence in the vicinitv of the site (less than 200 meters) of

Isolated graves
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Gravcvard

Sacred groves

Church, mosque or other religious edifice

Site of cultural significance (sacred trees, other sacred natural feature...)

Assessment of the impact of the project on these cultural resources:

No impact

Visual impact only and its eN;tent

Partial or complete relocation required

8 Land Use Pattern and other Activities

Farming (Rice, vegetables, cash crops etc)

Hunting

Graziniz

Fishin-

9 Sub-project Categorization

A One or more major adverse impacts are likely, significant changes to
the project design are required (changes in design, site or route):

B

Potential environmental issue is identified, specific mitigation
required:

No significant environmental issuc identified. no specific mitigation
CS required.
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Annex la

Suimmary of consultations held in selected communities with potentially
affected people and other stakeholders

The preparation of the RPF was based on field visits to various protected areas, and many
consultations (with both local stakeholders and national-level organizations). The main topics
discussed and examined were as follows: (i) awareness on protected areas and their use
options and restrictions; (ii) people and communities living within protected areas, and their
livelihoods and relations with the protected area; (iii) resettlement needs and options; (iv)
past resettlement experiences, with lessons learnt; and iv) possible arrangements for
resettlement, including sharing of responsibilities, benefits and compensation schemes. A
summary of the consultations held and their most relevant issues is presented below.

Furthermore, a number of regional and central consultation workshops were held to discuss,
review and validate the RPF (see Annex 2 below for details).

Finally, the RPF was revised and updated on the basis of field visits and consultations held
during the pre-appraisal mission by the World Bank in May 2007.

f 'estern Area Peninsula Forest Reserve
Communities of John Obey and No.2 River. Community members are aware that the Western
Area Peninsula Forest Reserve is a protected area and as such certain activities such as
1tli7n. farming, coal burning and hunting should not be carried out. But as at present these
activities are still being done on a large scale in the forest reserve. This is as a result of
inadequate protection and monitoring systems been put in place for the proper and effective
patrols and control in the forest reserve. The assistant forest ranger did report that they arc
fevw in number and were not sufficientlv motivated for them to carry out their work
efiectively. At present it has taken over two years wvithout been paid. The livelihood
activities of' the residents include fishing Charcoal burning, farming, wood cutting, sand
mining, wood lot plantation and petty trading, they however did say that they were willing to
protect the forest if' arrangements are made for them to be involved in other livelihood
activities such as soap making, agro forestry, vocational skills training programmes and
employed as forest guards to carrv out monitoring activities against community members and
poachers from nearby communities.

Tiiwai Island Wildlife Sanctuary
Kanibama Village. This is the nearest community to the Tiwai Island. The island is bounded
by two chiefdoms and eight communities in two districts, viz a viz Barrie chiefdom in
P'ujehun district consisting of Kambama, Jewnneh Niahun, Saahun and Boma communities
and Koya chiefdom in the Kenema district consisting of Mapuma Segwbema and Ngiema
(ommunities. The community members are aware that the island is a protected area.
Currently only hunting by traps is done secretly in the island. All other activities have been
banned. Communities members did say that they are more than willing to protect the island
since they had being earlier sensitized by EFA about the importance and long term benefits
they will enjoy if the island is preserved, on the basis that they are involved in all activities
developmental as well as planning geared towards the protection of the Island. Some
members admitted to carrving out illegal activities such as mining and were convinced to
stop.

Gola Forest Reserve
Joru Village. Community members already know that the Gola Forest is a protected area.
There is already the Gola Forest concession project w hose officials had carried out
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sensitization programmes and compensation schemes to members of the community around
the Gola Forest. Presently a compensation scheme of 10,000 US Dollars is given to each
chiefdom around the forest. Community members are cooperating and are even serving as
security for themselves and so currently only hunting on a very small scale is done by
membcrs who hide and enter the forest. Bee keeping is permitted and is done in the forest.
Alternative Livelihood activities such as Agriculture has been strengthened through inputs.

Kangari Hills Forest Reserve
Mbaomohun Village. Community members are aware that the Kangari Hills is as protected as
they have been told by certain visitors who had gone there for research. They however did
say that the agreement between their forefathers and government conceming the protection of
the hills had not been made available to them and as such they are not aware of what the
arrangements were what should and should not be done, compensation schemes etc. Their
livelihood activities including farming, hunting, fishing, vegetable gardening, mining,
medicinal herbs, cultural activities are all done in the hills. Logging is done on a small scale
for building and not for commercial purposes. As part of conservation measures, no one is
allowed to enter the forest from January to August for what ever activity, a fine of Le 20,000
is levied on any defaulter. Community members are willing to protect and preserve the hills
provided proper arrangements are made with them. Sacred groves are also located in the
forests.

Outamba-Kilimi National Park
Kortor Village. Community members are aware that the Outamba-Kilimi national park is a
protected area. Currently there are no activities by community members in the part.
Community members have even given part of their land to the wildlife staff for the erection
of a quarter. Because of the inadequate number of staff employed to guard the park they are
always faced with encroachers from Guinea who come to hunt in the park. They appealed to
government to provide them with good roads, hospital. and school as a way for compensating
them for preserving the park. There are some villages and communities extant in the Pas who
may have to be relocated.

Loin a Mounltains Forest Reserve
Krobola Village. Community members are aware that the Loma Mountain is a protected area.
The main livelihood activities including farming and hunting are done on lands beneath the
mountain. The mountain is bounded by two chiefdom Neiya and Neine chiefdoms. Nine
communities in Neiya chiefdom namely Sangbanya, Sokrula, Seredu, Nendu, Massoya,
Bonkokoro Senya and Kamaya and 10 communities in the Neine chiefdom namely Kemadu,
Yalamba, Bundakoro, Bunda-Kafaraya, Sienekorob, Kanieya, Kondobaya, Kru town,
Gbenekoro and Derankoro. There are no settlements within 8 miles to the mountain. Other
livelihood activities include Weaving, vegetable gardening and bee keeping. They did report
that forest rangers do patrol around the mountain to stop poachers. The forest rangers have
not been always present and patrols should be strengthened. The community was of the
opinion that all other communities must be brought together for more meaningful discussions
of the proposed project.
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Annex lb

LIST OF OFFICIALS IN COMMUNITIES VISITED

NAME DESIGNATION DISTRICT LOCALITY TARGETED
P/A

Sei Kamara Assistant Forest Westem Area No. 2 River Westem Area
Ranger Forest Reserve

Pa Alimamy Kargbo Elder

Yeabu Turay

Adama Bangura

John Bangura Comm. Member John Obey

Foday Conteh

Amadu Seaport MasterFisherman Tombo Yawri Bay
Kamara

Momoh Magona Project Officer Tiwai Pujehun Kambama Tiwai Island
Village

Vandv Koroma Town Chief

Hindowa Kamara Town Speaker

Minah Conteh Project Assistant,
Tiwai Barrie Rep.

Ibrahim Luama Project Assistant,
Tiwai-Koya Rep.

Hawa Sundufu Women's Leader

Mattia Sowa Women's Rep.

Betty Kpaka Women's Rep.

Mr. Eddson Kormoh Treasury Clerk Kenema Joru Gola Forest

PC. M. Gbatekaka Paramount Chief

Francis M.K. Fogbei Elder

Md Nancy Vandy "'

Fatu Bundu Youth

Pc. James B.N. Voajo Paramount Chief Bo Mongere Kangari Hills

Daniel Harding Elder
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NAME DESIGNATION DISTRICT LOCALITY TARGETED
P/A

James Vongo

Karim Lahai Section Chief Bowomahun
Village

Joseph Kowa Town chief

Hawa Sesay Women's Leader

Muctarr Kainessie Town Speaker

Foday Kargbo Town Chief Mamuta Village Mamuta
Mayoso

Mohamed Kargbo Assistant Chief

David S. Kamara Head T eacher

Isatu Sillah Comm. Member

Shiek Alhajie Umaro Chairman Committee
Kalokoh on Land

James Kargbo Member Land
Committee

PC. Farouk Kholifa Regent Chiel Robinkie Mamuta
Rowala Mayoso

Pa Abdulai Kamara Section Chief Mayoso

Hassan Thoronka Chief Mayoso Village

Lamin Thulla Headman Robinkie

Amadu Sesav Headman Mosoka

Robis Foday Y ateh Headman Robis

Hassan Thorlie Headman Massang

Amadu Koroma Headman Mamono

Alie Kargbo Headman Makani

Osman Serrv Headman Makabie

Alie Gbla Headman Masubu
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NAME DESIGNATION DISTRICT LOCALITY TARGETED
P/A

Abdul Kamara Headman Mafunk

Sorie Kamara Headman Mayoni

Osman Sesay II Headman Masobinto

Abu Turay Headman Ferry
Junction

Alhajie Kemokoh Ag. Chief Koinadugu Kortor Village Outambu
Mansaray Kilimi

Karamotor Momodu Elder
Bangura

Abu-Bakarr Mansaray Oldest man

Alkali Mansaray Town Chief

Ya Alimamy Kadie Women's Leader
Kamara

Mohamed S. Suma Community Teacher

Karim Kamara Youth Leader

Charles Davies Elder Upper Kargboro Moyamba Shenge Yawri Bay

Amidu Bendu Senior Citizen

David Sankoh

Ablbert Minah

Alie Bangura

Saidu Sesay Headman Katta

Abdulrahman Habour Master
Mansaray

Alpha Bundu Adviser to Chief

Mohamed Bangura PRO Youths

Amadu Koroma Town Councilor

David Kamara

Abdulai Barrie

Allieu Bah
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NAME DESIGNATION DISTRICT LOCALITY TARGETED
P/A

Isatu S. Kamara Women's Leader

PC. S. Caulker Paramount Chief Tissana

Mr. Harry T.T.
Williams

Pa Suluku Marah Court Chairman Koinadugu Krobola Loma
Mountains

Ex Sgt Tamba Oldest man
Mansaray

Thomas S. Marah I

Thomas S. Marah Youth Chairman

Mamudu Kondeh Elder

Abu Mansaray

Fango Jawarah Youth

Foray Kamara

Sheku Suloku Marah

Khalic Sesay Comm. Member

Yele Sao

Mamie Nyale Marah

Finah Marah

Nyale Kamara

Hawa Jawara

Singare Turay

Feremba Marah

Saya Jawara

Feremusu Mansaray

Hawah Kondeh

Neima Marah

Naduwa Sundu Queen

Thomas Musa Marah Local Court Clerk
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NAME DESIGNATION DISTRICT LOCALITY TARGETED
P/A

Mohamed Bangura Fisherman Moyamba Shenge Yawri Bay

Bobsu Sheriff Comm. Member

Mohamed Sesay

Mahasie Barley

Lamin Koroma

William Barley

James Caulker

Soghia Caulker
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Annex Ic.

LIST OF INSTITUTIONS VISITED AND PEOPLE CONSUL TED

Environmental Foundation for Africa Tommy Gamette Director of Programmes

Juliet Sesay Programme Officer in charge of
Tiwai

Edward Sesay

Gola Forest Concession Programme John Demaco General Manager

Gilbert Koker Project Manager- Govt. Rep

John Moriba Project Manager-CSSL Rep

Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry B.A. Kanu District Director of Agriculture
Kabala

Larnin Konsor District Forest Officer

Tamba S. Mansaray Yame Guard

Ibrahim Saccoh Forest Guard

Outamba-Kilimi National Park Head John G. Kenny Senior Gamc Ranger
Quarter

Moses R. Conteh Ranger

Sulaiman Kamara Patrol Assistant

Foday Kamara Labourer

Conservation Society of Sierra Leone D.D. Saffa Director of Progranimes

Ministry of Lands Mr. Donald Jones Ag. Director Lands

Mr. Gaima Rogers Permanent Secretary Lands

Mr. Syril Jusu Director of Environment

Ministry of Agriculture Forestry and Mr. Bartholomew Kamara Director of Forestry
Food Security

Ministry of Mineral Resources Mr. Larson Wurrie Director of Mines

Ministry of Marine Resources Dr. M.B.D. Sesay Principal Fisheries Officer

Ministry of Tourism and Culture Mr. Sandy Richard Kawa Director of Tourism
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Annex 2a

Sierra Leone: Protected Area Management Project - Disclosure Workshops at Protected
Area Level

The Protected Area Management Project (PAMP) has been designed in response to the
alarming rate at which biodiversity is being lost through anthropogenic activities such as
agriculture, forestry, fisheries, mining, hunting and infrastructural development in Sierra
Leone.

The development objective of Sierra Leone's Protected Area Management Project is to
improve capacity among key stakeholder groups for protected area management and
sustainable use of biodiversity for accelerated socioeconomic development, expansion of
environment, enhancing employment and improvement of rural community livelihood. The
proposed Protected Area Management Project is a kind of project that has immense
ecotourism potential and it could bring with it several ancillary developments and sub-
projects that could significantly change the infrastructural regime of the project communities
and its neighbourhoods.

The project has been classified a Category B project at the time of screening by the World
Bank. In fulfilment of the World Bank Environmental Assessment Guidelines OP/BP/GP
4.01, and in conformity to the recently adopted National Environmental Impact Assessment
Legislation, the Government of Sierra Leone has prepared an Environmental and Social
Impact Assessment as a separate report that includes environmental and social safeguard
guidelines for the implementation of this proposed project. In addition, two additional
documents namely, a Resettlement Policy Framework (RPF) and a Process Framework (PF)
have been prepared in compliance with WB's Safeguard Policy on Involuntary Resettlement
(OP/BP 4.12). The RPF and PF meet the legal requirements of the GoSL and provide a
comprehensive procedural framework to guide the mitigation of possible impacts that may
emanate as a result of involuntary take of land resulting in (i) relocation, (ii) lost of assets or
access to assets, or (iii) loss of income sources or means of livelihoods, and (iv) restriction of
access to natural resources.

In conformity with WB's Safeguard Disclosure Policy, GoSL through NaCEF has organized
disclosures of three documents namely, the Environmental and Social Impact Assessment,
Resettlement Policy Frame work and Process Framework through publicization in local
newspapers and PA level workshops. The text below provides a write-up of the workshops
that took place at Fintonia (OKNP), Kabala (Loma Mountains FR and Tingi Hills FR),
Mongeri (Kangari Hills FR), Kenema (Gola FR and Tiwai Island Wildlife Sanctuary) and
Freetown (Western Area Peninsula FR).

1. Report on Disclosure Workshop held at Fintonia in Tambakha Chiefdom
(Outamba-Kilimi National Park)

Opening & Courtesies: This workshop was held on May 16, 2007 and by 12:50 pm and 92
participants were recorded. The chairperson of the workshop was the Senior Assistant
Secretary in the Provincial Secretary's office, North, Mr. M. L. Z. Ansumana. Mr. Osman S.
Kamara, Voluntary Chiefdom Development officer for Tambakha Chiefdom made the
introduction of the Chiefdom Officials.
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Presentations: Dr. Ernest Ndomabina's presentation of the 3 safeguard reports was done in
local dialect. The presentation reflected in detail the environmental and social impacts as they
are likely to affect OKNP and its periphery landscape as well as communities and populations
that are likely to be displaced and whose access to natural resources may be restricted. The
resource person, assisted by NaCEF staff, led the question and answer session.

Questions and Answers Session: The resource person, assisted by NaCEF staff, led the
question and answer session. A couple of issues were presented by participants and these
included:

* Q: When will the project start? A: The workshop represented part of the preparatory
phase of the project after which actual implementation of project activities will
commence before the end of 2007. Participants were informed that a pre-appraisal
team was visiting the area after the workshop in May 2007.

* Information: Tourists are already using the park without bringing any meaningful
development to the community.

* Q: Staff implementing most development projects provide employment for their sons
and daughters just as labourers even when there are educated members in the
community. How will this be done under the planned project? A: An acceptable
management team for this protected area would be set up to include local
stakeholders. The project management team would not only comprise NaCEF staff
but each affected community to be fully involved in the project management. Park
management, employment, job creation, alternative livelihood programmes would be
carried out by a joint management team.

* Q: Would the Agreement Plan for leasing OKNP forested lands to GoSL years ago be
reviewed to consider all the changes that have taken place since the forest was
declared a protected area'? A: The original survey plan is available, participants were
informed, and arrangement for boundary re-demarcation and other community social
and settlement dynamics would be fully discussed with community authorities
together with the management team that will be set up.

* Q: What will be the penalty for setting fires in the PA? A: The project management
team that will be set up should formulate bye-laws for the protection of the PAs.

* Proposal: A call for collaboration between NaCEF and the Ministry of Agriculture
and to form joint management teams to manage the forests.

* Q: The OKNP shares boundary with communities in Guinea. Transboundary
movement of wild animals do happen. How will the project ensure that animals do not
continue to destroy the forests and also how will wildlife from Guinea not continue to
destroy people's crops and plantations? A: The project has a component for capacity
building. As such, forest guards and rangers would be trained and capacitated to
protect forests, wildlife and other community assets from poachers and from any of
the neighbounrng towns and villages across the border.

Outcome: The documents were accepted by all present and at 14.50pm the meeting closed.

Il. Report on Disclosure Workshop held at Kabala (Loma Mountains Forest
Reserve & Tingi Hills Forest Reserve)

Opening & Courtesies: This half-day workshop was held on May 17, 2007. It started at
10:55 am and was chaired by Mr. Denise Paulo, District Agricultural Officer of the
Koinadugu District. 50 participants were at the workshop (Annex 5 provides the list of
participants). Mr. Oliver Mansaray, District Forestry Officer of the Koinadugu District,
introduced community elders and Mr. E. Bendu introduced the team and resource persons
from Freetown.
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Presentations: Dr. Ernest Ndomahina presented in local dialect the 3 safeguard reports that
he lead in preparing. The presentation reflected in detail the situation as it affects OKNP and
its periphery, communities and populations that are likely to be displaced, whose access to
natural resources may be restricted.

Questions and Answers Session: The resource person, assisted by NaCEF staff, led the
question and answer session. A couple of issues were presented by participants and these
included:

* Q: There are many farms already existing in the buffer zone and salvaged forest.
What will happen to these farm owners? A: Community members would be allowed
to continue their farming activities in the salvage forest but those in the buffer zones
would be compensated and replacement farm lands would be provided for them.

* Q: One of the traditional methods of farming includes slash and bum. How will fire
accidents in the forest be controlled? A: The management unit for the Loma
Mountains and Tingi Hills would comprise staff from NaCEF and community
members. NaCEF staff will facilitate acquisition of technical support in training fire
volunteers in communities.

* Q: Wildlife, especially elephants, often crosses from the Guinea end of the forest
when the rivers are dry. A: Each PA would have enough forest guards and rangers to
continuously monitor movement and activities in the forest, including movement of
wildlife across the borders, hunters and their activities.

* Q: Will access roads be constructed in the forest to ensure the safe monitoring of
illegal arms possession? A: Civil works would consider the construction of footpaths
to enable monitoring by Arms for Development personnel.

* Q: How will the project be sustained'? A: The World Bank GEF funded phase will last
for five years but during the period of project implementation, the management team
should look for additional funds to ensure sustainability.

* Q: How will the hunters be identified? A: Each PA would have enough forest guards
and rangers to continuously monitor movement and activities in the forest, including
movement of wildlife across the borders, hunters and their activities.

* Proposal: An appeal for jingles and awareness raising programmes on radio and
television was made as this will help educate community members not only to protect
forests but all other ecosystems whose destruction will have adverse impact on the
environment.

* Proposal: An appeal for the project to be implemented in phases and that they should
be considered first for employment was made. The team that will oversee the
livelihood activities, in consultation with the entire community, should be charged
with the responsibility of identifying all those whose livelihood activities will be
affected by the project.

Outcomes: The 3 documents were accepted by participants.

Ill. Report on Disclosure Workshop held at Mongeri, Baomahun Chiefdom
(Kangari Hills Forest Reserve)

Opening and Courtesies: The workshop was held on May 18, 2007 at Mongeri Court Barr,
Baomahun Chiefdom and chaired by the Paramount Chief Vonji III. The 50 participants did
self introduction (Annex 5 provides the list of participants). Mr. Edward Bendu introduced
participants and resource person who joined from Freetown.

Presentation: The presentation of the 3 safeguard documents was done by Dr. Ernest
Ndomahina, the consultant who led the preparation of the ESIA, RPF and PF.
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Questions and Answers Session: The resource person, assisted by NaCEF staff, led the
question and answer session. A couple of issues were presented by participants and these
included:

* Q: For how long will communities that depend on the forest reserve is Forest be
compensated? A: The length of compensation will depend on the nature of the loss
and the kind of compensation that is determined as appropriate and acceptable to the
project affected person. Activities that are carried out for livelihood sustainability
compensation will last for three years.

* Q: Is there going to be a fresh agreement between the project and land owners
concerning the boundaries? A: For those residents in the forest now, they will be
resettled in locations outside the forest and compensation will be paid for every
economic tree that they are losing.

* Q: Taking into cognizance the fact that the forest has been exploited, is there going to
be a new boundary or the project will use the boundary that was demarcated by the
colonial master? A: The survey plans are still available and hence it is the boundary
that was demarcated by the colonial masters that will be followed. For example,
Kangari Hills FR was declared a protected forested in 1955. A surveyor will be sent to
clearly demarcate the boundary between the forest and community land.

* Q: After the boundary has been demarcated, if the salvaged forest that is available to
community members for use becomes exhausted, will the project look into this and
extend the boundary so that additional land will be made available to them? A:

* Q: For a long time, several meetings and sensitization have been held concerning the
protection of these forests. However, none of these programmes have been really
successful. As such while some communities are awaiting these projects other
communities are using the resources when. When will this project really kick off? A:
Affected persons and communities will be compensated. The land tenure system in
Sierra Leone in the provinces has it that lands are not sold but leased. For these forests
lands, they were leased for a period of 99 years. However, it must have happened that
during these years the government had not fulfilled its own part of the agreement. In
such a situation these will be looked into and proper agreement made. The project will
commence at any time from now. The disclosure workshop and other activities that
are soon to follow are the preparatory phases of the project. Very soon a project
appraisal team will visit these communities.

* Q: The Baomahun Gold Mining Company expressed concerns about difficulties in
clearly demarcating the boundary between the forest lands and leased lands for
exploration/mining. In order for this company not to encroach on the forest they have
asked the Regional Director of forest to help with the demarcation. The company
wanted to know if this be done presently and singularly or in concert with NaCEF? A:
The Director of Forestry informed Baomahun Gold Mining Company that the
mandate to send a private surveyor did not come from him. As such he advised them
to carry out their exploration process in areas that are far away from the forest until
such a time when the forest will be surveyed jointly.

* Q: When hunting within the P.A. is stopped completely in the forest and it happens
that the animal population increase greatly so much so that the animal leave the forest
and destroy their crops, what will happen to them? A: The animal population would
be monitored by technical experts as there are indications that the animal populations
are on the increase. If however the animal populations increase rapidly, selective
hunting (curling) would be authorized.

* Q: How will the project really ensure that activities (farming, hunting, fishing etc.) in
all protected areas are really put under control? A: The first component of the project
is to strengthen existing legislation and formulate bye-laws in consultation with
community members. Fines and penalties will be enforced.

* Q: How confident are you that community will cooperate in the monitoring of the
project'? A: Every phase of the project is going to be done in consultation with
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community members -planning, laws, penalties and fines, monitoring activities etc,
will all be done by the protected area management set-up which will include
stakeholders, PAPs and community members.

Outcomes: Kangari Hills FR encompasses two Chiefdoms, with diverse cultural and ethnic
backgrounds. Given this context, planning and execution of project related activities would
be done jointly and collaboratively, with all the tact needed so as to avoid jealousies, biases
and conflicts. Participants accepted the documents presented at the workshop.

IV. Report on Disclosure Workshop held at Kenema (Gola Forest Reserve and Tiwai
Island Wildlife Sanctuary)

Opening and Courtesies: This half-day workshop was held on May 19, 2007 at the Kenema
Town Council Community Hall. It commenced at 11:30 am and was formally opened by the
District Forestry officer, Mr. Mark Bockarie after silent prayers were offered. The chairman
of the workshop was the Resident Minister East, Hon. Randolf Philie Faboi. 50 participants
were recorded at the workshop (Annex 5 provides the list of participants). Chiefdom elders
and stakeholders were introduced by the District Forestry officer. The resource team from
Freetown was introduced by Mr. Edward Bendu.

Presenitation: A brief overview of the project was done by the Director of Forestry and the
presentation of the 3 safeguard documents in local dialect was done by the resource person
Dr. E. Ndomahina who originally prepared the reports.

Questions and Answers Session: The resource person, assisted by NaCEF staff, led the
question and answer session. A couple of issues were presented by participants and these
included:

* Q: Salvage forests around the Gola Forest are being destroyed by the power saw
users. How will the projects ensure that they don't encroach on the forest? A: One
component of the project is to strengthen legislation and formulate bye-laws and
policies that would enhance the proper protection of all protected areas. This should
be done jointly.

* Q: Before the war, a community called Gorbu comprising of eleven family heads used
to settle in the Gola forest. They have however been resettled in other communities
but still have their farm lands and other economic assets in this forest. Will these
people be compensated? A: Whoever is living in that forest that person will be
compensated accordingly. However, the cut-off date is this day that the project
environmental and social safeguard policies have been disclosed.

* Q: What is the difference between the Protected Area Management Project and the
Gola Forest Concession Project? A: There is no difference between the PAMP and the
Gola Forest Concession Project. Both projects are aiming at preserving and protecting
the forest. The slight difference is that the PAMP will be dealing with other PAs
across the country whilst the Goal Forest Concession Project is strictly concerned
with protection of the Gola Forest Reserve. The PAMP is broader in coverage and
will be complemented through the Gola Forest Concession Project.

* Q: Is it the same forest lands that this project is concerned with or is it concerned with
other portions of land that community members are using that the project is going to
protect? How will the community be sensitized? A: No new lands will have to be
covered by this project. It is the same Gola Forest Reserve that is to be protected
under the PAMP. There should be series of sensitization programs, workshops and
awareness raising campaigns by the project management team which will comprise
technical staff from NaCEF, PAPs and community stakeholders in and around the
Gola Forest and Tiwai Island Wildlife Sanctuary.
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* Q: When will this project start and what will be the role of women in the
implementation of this project? A: The project will start as soon as the preparatory
phase has been completed. After these disclosure woodshops a project pre-appraisal
team will visit the communities to appraise readiness conditions for the project to
commence. The women would be part of the project management team and will play
a very important role in the PAMP. Women often serve as middlemen to traders for
most forest resources including bush meat. If they refuse to sell them, then there will
be no trade for those who will still want to exploit forest resources.

Outcomes: The Resident Minister East appealed to community stakeholders to accept and
own the project and help preserve the forest for future use, not only for our children but the
world at large. Participants overwhelmingly approved the 3 safeguard documents. The vote of
thanks was delivered by Mr. E. M. Jiba, Chief Administrative Officer of the Kenema District
Council.

V. Report on Disclosure Workshop held in Freetown (Western Area Peninsula
Forest Reserve)

Opening and Courtesies: The workshop was held on May 22, 2007 at the National Stadium
Conference Room in Freetown. It started at 10:50am and was chaired by Mr. Syril Jusu,
Director of the Environment Division of NaCEF. Over 50 people attended this workshop
(Annex 5 provides the list of participants).

Presentation: After formally welcoming participants to the workshop Mr. S. Jusu gave a
brief overview of the project. The presentation of the safeguard policy documents was done
by the resource person, Dr. E. T. Ndomahina, who focused his delivery on the environmental
and social issues related to the Westem Area Peninsula Forest Reserve.

Questions and Answers Session: The resource person, assisted by NaCEF staff, led the
question and answer session. A couple of issues were presented by participants and these
included:

* Q: Component 2.3 of the project is on providing altemative livelihoods. Did the
project make provision for providing alternative sources of energy? A: Yes. The
project will support communities to establish woodlot plantations to provide for
energy needs of communities that will be affected. Aside, steps would be taken to
raise awareness and levels of sensitization to encourage people to use energy saving
devices. Trade in forest resource will always find alternatives when there is no supply.
Thus altemative sources for energy and protein requirements should be developed by
the project.

* Q: Why does the project have to abide by policies and laws from the World Bank and
not those of Sierra Leone? A: The World Bank has policies and not laws. Besides they
are the donors and for them to release their funds to any country, that country must
abide by the policies of the Bank.

* Q: How will NaCEF coordinate with other line ministries, for example, Ministry of
Lands and the Mines and Mineral Resources to ensure that the PAs are well
protected? A: The recommendation is that the management of all projected areas be
the sole responsibility of NaCEF. However, joint management units would be set up
that would comprise public sector agencies, private sector, NGOs/CBOs, PAPs,
communities, women and youth. At the PA level, the project will be managed by key
stakeholders comprising NaCEF staff who will provide technical advice,
NGOs/CBOs, PAPs, traditional authority, district councils, and community
representatives.
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* Q: Logging, farming and other activities that have been taking place up the mountains
have adverse effects on other ecosystems such as the wetland of the Sierra Leone
River Estuary etc. Did the project make provision for the protection of these areas? A:
Activities up the mountains will be controlled and hence externalities in and from
other ecosystems should be controlled to protect the other ecosystems.

* Q: Up to now poachers are still invading the forest at an alarming rate. This will have
serious consequences as the state of the forest will have seriously deteriorated before
the start of the project. Do we have to wait until the project kicks off before we start
asking them out of the forest? A:

* Q: Did the consultant include in the document altemative livelihood activities like
cattle rearing poultry etc. for communities who have to be deprived of using the
forest? A: Yes. However, some detail work on the altemative livelihood activities
have been determined by a separate group of consultants in consultation with the
affected communities.

* Q: There are properties in the forest that belong to people who are not settled in the
village anymore. Will they be compensated? A: Everybody settling in the forest
before the cut-off date qualifies for compensation. Compensation should also be paid
for loss of livelihood and economic trees, etc. The compensation scheme is going to
be carried out by govemment. Government is already a signatory to many
conventions including the UN Habitat. Thus, government policies that already exist
on the issue of resettling communities would be utilized. Resources that are harvested
from the forest go through a supply chain from those staying very close to the forest
to those who settle in big towns but yet depend on the availability of those resources
to carry their trading activities. The compensation should be those who harvest
directly from the forest.

* Q: What is the life span of the project? A: The GEF/World Bank funded phase will
last for a period of five years. But the management should source other means of
funding in order to maintain sustainability of managing these PAs.
Q: When will this project start? A: The project will start after requirements set by the
World Bank have done. The disclosure of the environmental assessment report is one
of the activities in the preparatory phase of the project. Despite the fact that
govemment is not providing enough funds for the forest rangers, their job is to protect
the forest. So what ever little they can do in order to protect it should be done to the
best of their ability. It is already a law that certain activities should not be carried out
in the forest. The only problem is that govemment lacks the capacity to enforce the
laws.

* Q: How will the project be monitored? A:

Outcomes: Mr. Chris Squire, Executive Commissioner of NaCEF thanked everybody for
participating in the disclosure workshop. He encouraged communities living close to the
forests to participate fully in the project and abide by the rules and regulations that will be
agreed upon. The 3 safeguard documents were accepted by participants and at 13:00 pm the
meeting closed.
The vote of thanks on behalf of participants was delivered by Mrs. Ayo Davies,
representative from Grafton community.
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Annex 2b

Sierra Leone: Protected Area Management Project - Disclosure Workshops at Protected
Area Level

A. Participants' List - Workshop at Fintonia

Name Organization

1. Dayo Matzger UNDP Kabala hqs
2. Mustapha Mansaray O.K.N.P. Kabala hqs
3. Foday Kamara O.K.N.P.Kabala hqs
4. Abdulai Kamara O.K.N.P
5. Ibrahim S. Kamara Head Teacher
6. Nenia M. Bangura Court Clerk
7. Amadu M. Koroma Timber Board Contractor
8. S.Y. Thorlley Forestry Makeni
9. Anthony J. Turay S.A.P Kamakwue
10. Osman S. Kamara Fintonia Community
11. Sorie Bangura Fintonia Community
12. Ibrahim Kamara Sumata Community
13. Soriba Bangura Yamba Tanineh Community
14. Hassan Kamara Sumata Community
15. Mohamed Bangura Yamba Thafori Community
16. Ibrahim Jalloh Fintonia Community
17. Ballia Kamara Yamba Community
18. Alhaji Kamara Sumatha Community
19. Ibrahim B. Kamara Fintocia Community
20. Mohamed Sillah Yamba Community
21. Osamn Bangura Simbara Community
22. Alusine Bangura Fintonia Community
23. Abdulai Kamara Fintonia Community
24. Alusine Sumah Fintonia Community
25. Alhaji D. Kamanda Fintonia Community
26. Isata Bangura Fintonia Community
27. Saidu A.Jalloh Fintonia Community
28. Mabinty Kamara Fintonia Community
29. N'mah Sumah Fintonia Community
30. Morlia Keita Fintonia Community
31. Abdulai Kamara Fintonia Community
32. Jarish M. Bangura Fintonia Community
33. Kolleya Sesay Fintonia Community
34. Mr. Lamine Bangura Fintonia Community
35. Morlai Bangura Yama Community
36. Hassan Bangura Fintonia Community
37. Musa Bangura Fintonia Community
38. Emest B. Neal OP.K.N.P. Community
39. Ibrahim M. Sesay Sumatha Community
40. Nabie Bangura Fintonia Court Clerk
41. Ibrahim M. Sesay Foudokorie Head T1eacher
42. Saidu Bah Bangura Yamba Thafori Community
43. Morlai Kamara Fintonia Comminity
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44. Sorie Sesay Kaba Fery Community
45. Musa Kamara II O.K.N.P. hq
46. Mohamed Mansaray Fintonia Community
47. Alimamy Laie Kamara
48. Osman Sillah Fulaia Community
49. Osman Sesay Fintonia
50. Mohamed Jalloh Fintonia Pastor
51. Morlai Kamara Samaya
52. Alimamy R. Conteh Councillor WI Sella
53. John Roc Kargbo Councillor W2 Sella Limba
54. Pa Limamy Idrissa Temne Chief Sella Limba
55. Sheka G. Bangura O.K.N.P. Sanya Section
56. Foday Mohamed Kamara Fintonia Community
57. Donald Koroma RSLAF
58. Ansu Koroma RSLAF
59. Mabinty Kamara Fintonia Community
60. Alimamy Kadi Kamara Kotor Community
61. Foday Bassie Kamara Kondoorie Community
62. Mohamed Bangura Fintonia Community
63. Brima Kargbo Forestry Kakamba
64. Sama Conteh
65. Manso Bangura
66. 2/Lt. J Kabba
67. PTE Bockarie S.
68. Sgt. Sesay M.O.
69. Abionous S. Kamara Support officer Kamakwue Police station
70. Adikalie Musa Kamara Town Chief, Fintonia
71, Mohamed A. Conteh Bombali District Council Makeni
72. Mohamed Suma Kotor Community
73. Karimu Kamara
74. Mohamed Mansaray
75. Karimokor Momodu Bangura
76. Semeon S. Kamara Forestry Makeni
77. Mamud Kamara Fintonia Community
78. Soriba Sesay
79. Abu B. Fofanah
80. Tbrahim Sorie
81. Fatu Kamara
82. Foday Kamara Fintonia Community
83. Morlai Kamara
84. Soriba Kalu
85. Mohamed Kamara
86. Gassim Mansaray
87. Pa Kemoku Mansaray
88. Madana Kamara
89. Mohamed Bangura
90. Karemo Fofanah Fintonia Community
91. Mohamed Suma
92. Paul Keita
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B: Participants' List at the Kabala Disclosure Workshop

Name Organization
1. Robert Jawara P.M. CES
2. Councilor D.M. Kondy Neya C/dom - Krubola
3. Hon. Alhjaji B.B. Sheriff Kabala
4. Edward M. Lahai Councillor Neya
5. Dr. Amadu T. Jalloh Dist Vet Officer
6. Feremusu Kamara Women Youth Leader,

Bumbukoro/Neya
7. Mrs. Mantie Kondeh Mamy Queen Seredu/Neya
8. Lansana Marah Court Chairman
9. Gbondo Marah Porpon, Neya/dom
10. Ibrahim momoh Krubola
11. P.C.Y. Mansaray Kabala
12. Chief Abu Marah Sengbeh
13. Adama Mansaray Binkolia
14. Mammy Queen Kabala
15. Mammy Queen Yogomais
16. Court Chairman NA Court No. 1
17. Chairman Women Movement, Kabala
18. Town Chief Kabala
19. Town Chief Gbawuna, Kabala
20. Districtg Health Sister Kabala
21. Chairman, Motor Drivers Union Kabala
22. Mammy Queen Gbauvnia
23. Social Welfare officer Kabala
24. Youth Chairman Kabala
25. D.S. Conteh -Police Kabala
26. Chariman, Bike Riders Association Kabala
27. Programma Manager Kabala
28. Mrs. Doron Mansaray Kabala
29. Amie Silakiki Kabala
30. Coordinator, NACSA Kabala
31. Field Officer, UNTST Kabala
32. Arms for Development Officer Kabala
33. Chairman, Traders Association Kabala
34. Court Chairman Yogomaia
35. Denise Paul DDAMAF
36. David F. Turay Chairman, KDC
37. Haja Sundu Debo MS/SDG
38. Mustapha Sesay Selin Town Chief
39. Wahid Kamara F.G.
40. Tamba S. Mansaray Koinadugu District
41. Adu Kamara
42. Brama Sesay
43. Abu Bangura
44. L.K. Mansaray
45. D.K.Mansaray
46. John Koroma
47. Foday Mansaray
48. Kelleh Mansaray
49. ILamin Conteh
50. Fatmata Marrah
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C. Participants' List at the Mongeri Disclosure Workshop

NO. PARTICIPANTS NAME ORGANISATlON/LOCATION
1. Foday Tarawally Konike Barina Chiefdom
2. Joseph Gberie Valunya Chiefdom
3. Brima S. Conteh Konike Barfine Chiefdom
4. Amidu Fomah Mathonkora Section
5. William B. Sesay Konike Barina Makali
6. Issa Conteh Wonkibor Konkde Barina
7. Santigie Kamara Konike Barina
8. Pa Santigie Kamara Konike Barina
9. Abdul Kamara Monghere
10. Isatu Sankoh Konike Barina
11. Duraman Kanu Konike Barina
12. Joseph Thorlly Wonkibor
13. John I. Turay Wonkibor
14. Alimamy Turay Wonkibor
15. Mohamed Yatteh Mamuri Section
16. Mohamed Koroma Marmuri Section
17. Ibrahim Turay Makong Section
18. Fatmata Conteh Makalie
19. Allysiouis Pessima Forest Guard Mandu

-20. Vandi K. Kallon Assist. D.F.D. - Bo
21. Edward Gbakima Mandu
22. Mr. Fofana Police Officer Monghere
23. Mr. Abdul Fofona Monghere
24. Abdul Kamara Monghere
25. Mr. Clifford Monghere
26. Ambrose Kijau Baowomanhun
27. James Fillie Monghere
28. Mohamed Lahai Baowomahun
29. John Libby "
30. James B.N. Vongoe III PC Monghere
31. Mr. Fobby Gumahun
32. Pa Mulai Abu Nyandehun
33. Mr. Idrissa Kamara Baowomahun
34. Muctaru Kainessie "
35. D.F. Fillile Monghere
36. Foday Smith
37. Md, Sitta Vongjoe
38. Mr. Borbor Manjor Gumahun
39. I.B. Kamara Monghere
40. John Kainwo
41. Sao Bockarie

-42. Alieu Jiapanda Baowomahun
43. Abvdul Vonjoe Monghere
44. Aruna Mbvoma Baowomahun
45. Samuel Blasie Kavoma
46. F.T.Jabatgie Mondu
47. Joseph Fefegula Sengema
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48. Patrick Mansaray Njalehun
49. Albert Morovia Mandu
50 Mr.Gbassay Ganda Pelewahun

D. Participants' List at the Kenema Disclosure Workshop

No
I Hon. Minister Philip Faboi
2 F. M. Jigba
3 Representative (Steven Kargbo)
4 Bockary Tarawally (Rep. PC)
5 Hawa Mohai Kallon (women Leader)
6 Ansumans Sama (town chief Koya)
7 Sandi M. Kaonw (PC)
8 Slvia Jada Sannoh
9 Bockarie M Konneh
10 Vandi B. Lukulay (PC Rep)
1 1 Vandi Wanoh (Town chief)
12 Jebeh Kenkih (Women Leader)
13 A. M. Sheriff (Rep.)
14 Marcus B. Kallon
15 Faima Abu
16 Bockaries Godon
17 J. M. V. Kallon
18 Ben Mansaray
19 Luesin sheriff Councillor Famia
20 Dixon T. Kangoma
21 Amara D. Saffa
22 Mustapha Kallon
23 Albert Hiassan
24 James M Swarary
25 Haruna Feika
26 W. B. Yomgai
27 Musa S. Kayteh
28 D. F. Okailahun T. K. Juju
29 R. M. Managa
30 A. 0. Adegun
3 1 Micheal Nabie
32 Randoff Williams
33 Saffa Mambu
34 Francis Allie
35 Amara Kpan
36 Abdul K. Kamara
37 Julius Kobba
38 Janet Pessima
39 Jusu Ngolo Faro
40 Boima Massaquoi
41 Kekura Rogers
42 Momodu Munda
43 Joseph Swaray
44 Joseph Searay
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45 Mustapha Mohamed
46 I Jommy Bamdama
47 Amadu Kallon
48 Mohamed Sheriff
49- Joseph Bindi
50 aThomas Kindi

E. Participants' List at the Freetown Disclosure Workshop.

No Name _O-rganisation Telephone No
I = A. A. F. conteh NaCEF 033-322-561
2 076-

Sheku A. Mansaray 640429/033640429
3 Prince Kallon 076-

698453/077540431
4 Osman Turay 033-771262
5 John M. Kargbo M.C.S.L
6 Mohamed M. 033-445219

I Koroma
7 Lansana Kabba 033-496327
8 Councillor Ibrahim WARD C 076-999856
9 Edward Samba NaCEF 076-810946
10 Bassie Bendu 076-595663
11 Mbaimba Conteh 076-416092
12 Williw Goodman " 033-486315
13 Patrick J. Bailey 076-434654
14 Joseph M. Amara
1 5 Brima James

-16 Abu - Bakarr Sesay 076-837647
17 Abdul Muktarr
18 Clifton Porrneh
1 9 Peter Moriba
20 Tommy Tucker 076-603398
21 - Prince Cole 076-922234
22 Millicent Kallon E.F.A 076-611410
23 Authur Williams FOE -SL 030-270962
24 Syril Jusu NaCEF 076-630784
25 Momody A. Bab NaCEF 076-668698
26 Cyril Kohhen 076-952236
27 Frances Lamine CHECSIL 033-320088
28 Bai D. Kabia Ogoo Farm 033-354032
29 Fatmata P. Demby NaCEF 076-487474
30 Alusine S. Fofanah 076-627331
31 Hassan R. S. 076-687382

Mohamed
32 Edward P. Bendu 076-749024
33 Ernest T. Ndomahina IMBO 076-613980

033 -855244
34 Elizabeth Boima IMBO 033-774544

George
35 Alex Hiphiss RSPB 076-983685
36 D. D. Disffa CSSL 076-674955
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37 E..P.K Ceisay. UPF 484619
38 Ayo V. Davies Grafton Descendants 076-89172*
39 Kate M. B. Garbett NaCEF 076-627320
40 Gibrill M. Kamara Tombo
41 Foday M. Jalloh Standard Times 077-234558
42 Abdul Kamara Climate change 033-8836638
43 Leslie 0. Whenzle Headman Waterloo 076-910041
44 M. K. Ngevao F&N Res 033-831852
45 M. S. Kargbo FCMA-SL 033-720948
46 Mrs M. Kawakay NaCEF 033-552419

Peacock
-47 Abu S. Tarawalie En. SP 033-760912

48 Mohamed Mansaray WCB 076-879739
-49 Hassan Marah Headman Jon Obey 076-469995
-50 Hamidu Kamara Headman, Hamitton
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